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Abstract
Coastal and riverine flooding constitutes a major environmental hazard that affect millions of
people residing along the world’s coastline. Improved understanding of the driving mechanisms
that can cause flooding within coastal watersheds requires advanced hydrologic and coastal storm
surge simulation. Such advanced simulation is dependent upon an accurate digital elevation model
(DEM) for the optimal topographical representation of the true domain in the discretized model
grid (mesh). However, it is not possible to afford mesh resolution as fine as contemporary DEMs,
resolved at sub-10 meters, due to the impractical computational expense. Therefore, significant
elevation barriers such as roadbeds, levees, railroads, and natural ridges that conduct, impede or
otherwise influence surface-water flow propagation, referred to throughout this dissertation as
‘vertical features,’ must be identified and considered in the development of an unstructured mesh.
An algorithm, named PyVF, is developed to automate the extraction of vertical features based on
only two parameters, a differential elevation threshold and a local feature radius. The algorithm is
applied to a state-of-the-art DEM at 1-m resolution to test the robustness of the algorithm for the
automatic extraction of potential vertical features. Furthermore, the extracted potential vertical
features are downscaled according to specified constant or variable sizing function, for use in
unstructured mesh generation with fixation of vertical features, including direct assignment of
DEM cell elevation, in the mesh. Finally, PyVF is also well-suited for overland flow/flood
modeling, and demonstrated herein for the commonly used models SWAT and HEC-RAS,
concerning the automatic extraction of ridge and valley features for model grid development or
adjustment.

x

Chapter 1. Introduction
Flooding in coastal regions can be caused by riverine flooding from extreme rainfall-runoff,
coastal surges driven by tropical cyclones or strong onshore winds, or a combination of both
processes occurring simultaneous or in close succession (Bevacqua et al., 2019a; Zheng et al.,
2014b; Zheng et al., 2013a). Hydrologic models, hydraulic models, hydrodynamic models, and
their integration has been used to simulate flood conditions, such as peak water levels and
inundation extent for flood hazard assessments (Bilskie et al., 2018a; Bilskie et al., 2021; SantiagoCollazo et al., 2019b; Silva-Araya et al., 2018). A critical input into these numerical models is an
accurate topographic representation (Bilskie, 2012a; Gallien et al., 2018b). However, a key
challenge for predictive flood modeling is the geometric complexities of the coastal terrain
(Gallien et al., 2014b; Xie et al., 2019). The model performance in low gradient coastal regions is
particularly susceptible to topographical representation within computational models due to the
slight land elevation variation and large mesh scales(Colby et al., 2010; Van de Sande et al., 2012)
Unstructured finite element meshes are restricted to a minimum resolution to minimize
computational cost and numerical instabilities. Therefore the elevation of natural barriers to flow
and anthropogenic features (e.g., levees and raised roadbeds) with width scales less than the local
mesh element size will be accurately represented in the model mesh (Bilskie et al., 2015a). These
features are coined vertical features and are defined as raised linear features such as roadbeds,
railroads, levees, floodwalls, and natural features that can alter the flow path of the wetting and
drying of an inundation front (Bilskie et al., 2015a). In recent years, the improving precision of
LiDAR data collecting and processing technology has enhanced the possibility of acquiring more
significant topographical features.
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1.1. Hypothesis and research objectives
This research aims to test the following hypothesis:
High-resolution digital elevation models (DEMs) contain more topographic details than can be
included in shallow water equations grids (meshes).
The hypothesis leads to the following research questions that this study intends to answer:
1. What constitutes vertical terrain features and what parameters govern their definition?
2. Can shallow water flow physics be incorporated into the delineation of vertical features?
3. How can vertical features be automatically identified from high-resolution topographic
elevation data?
4. Will the inclusion of vertical features alter simulated overland flooding over low gradient
regions on the coastal land margin?
5. Beyond inundation modeling at the coastal land margin, what additional research areas
can benefit from the ability to automatically define vertical features?
6. How to evaluate flood attributes for models with different vertical feature representation.
The proposed research will examine the effect of vertical features in flood inundation modeling
over low gradient regions on the coastal land margin. Therefore, to examine the application of
vertical features in flood inundation models, an automated vertical feature extraction algorithm
must be developed to guide unstructured mesh generation.
The objectives for testing the hypothesis include:
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1. Develop a vertical feature delineation algorithm that has a simple clearly defined
parametrization.
2. To automate the vertical feature delineation algorithm within open-source environments.
3. To apply the vertical feature delineation code to a state-of-the-art seamless digital
elevation model under a range of coastal uplands.
The following sections provide a brief summary of the following chapters, Chapter 3, 4, 5, and 6.
1.2. Vertical feature delineation algorithm development
An open-source Python program, PyVF, was developed to automatically extract significant VFs
from a high-resolution, bare-earth LiDAR-DEM without hand editing. The PyVF program
includes two main methods: target recognition and target delineation. The target recognition
method aims to extract potential VF cells by applying a circular moving window with an iterative
increasing size. The outputs of the target recognition method are two raster files. The values of the
two raster files are the maximum radius (r) and height difference (dh) of each cell. For VF cells, 𝑟
represents how wide and 𝑑ℎ represents how high. The 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ is the major parameter to provide a
threshold to identify the significant VF cells. The 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ is determined by the 1.5 IQR
(interquartile range) rule, which is commonly used in defining the threshold value of
geomorphometric parameters (Hiller et al., 2008; Sofia et al., 2014). The elevation of cells higher
than the 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ will be the potential VF cells. Then the target delineation method is able to convert
the potential VF cells to VF polylines. Also, post-processing could be required for cleaning up
VFs that are insignificant to the research objective. The post-processing required to introduce
vertical features in unstructured meshes is discussed in Chapter 4.
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In this chapter, PyVF is employed to extract VFs from four distinct landforms: low-gradient coastal
region, urban region, mountain region, and beach region. The VFs such as roadbeds, levees,
mountain ridges, and beach dunes in these areas are delineated. According to different landforms
and research objectives, the appropriate values of parameters are changeable. The results of the
four study areas demonstrate automatic VF delineation from disparate DEMs. The proper
parameter values can be changed to accommodate diverse landforms and research aims. The
results of the four study areas demonstrate automatic VF delineation from disparate DEMs.
1.3. PyVF combined with element size functions
The PyVF, described in chapter 3, considered the height and width of vertical features by defining
meaningful parameters. When vertical features are included in an unstructured mesh model, a
common issue is that the length of and spacing between some vertical features is less than the size
of local elements due to the flexible unstructured mesh. (Bilskie et al., 2015a; D. Coggin, 2008).
This chapter aims to introduce element size functions in the vertical feature delineation methods
to have sufficient length and proper distribution of vertical features.
The study areas chosen for this research are four HUC 12 subwatershed and one HUC 10 watershed
in coastal Louisiana. From west to east, they are Johnsons Bayou-Frontal Gulf of Mexico
(JBFGOM) in the Lower Calcasieu basin, Lower Atchafalaya River (LAR) and Bayou Courtableau
and Bayou Fordoche (BCBF) in the Atchafalaya basin, Hope Canal- Pipeline Canal (HCPC) in the
Lake Maurepas watershed and the Buras Drainage Canal (BDC) in the East Central Louisiana
Coastal basin. These study sites are covered by a new version topobathymetric digital elevation
model (TBDEM) for the northern Gulf of Mexico (NGOM) developed by the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) Coastal National Elevation Database (CoNED) Applications Project. After
extracting the potential vertical features for the five sites, the final vertical features beneficial to
4

the unstructured mesh generation are delineated based on constant element size (i.e., 10m, 50m,
and 200m) and varied element size (i.e., size functions). Then the vertical features are employed
to generate new meshes. Finally, the meshes, including vertical features are compared with the
grid without vertical features. The results indicate that meshes with vertical features can more
accurately represent the landscape.
1.4. VF application in overland flooding models
The goal is to present the applications of vertical feature delineation methods in overland flooding
models. In this study, the SWAT model and HEC-RAS model were used as examples to show the
benefit of vertical feature delineation methods. Firstly, many distributed hydrologic models (e.g.,
SWAT) begin with the subdivision of a watershed into smaller units. While the SWAT automatic
watershed delineator can produce an accurate flow path, it is challenging for the SWAT model to
extract reaches and define catchment boundaries using standard approaches (e.g., D8 algorithm)
for flat slope areas (i.e., low-gradient area). A case is presented in which rivers that cannot be
retrieved using conventional approaches may be extracted using PyVF. Additionally, another case
is provided demonstrating vertical features might be employed as "breaklines" in the HEC-RAS
model. Following that, cell faces may be constructed along with the vertical characteristics. This
assists in preventing water from flowing over the unit face until the water surface reaches the
vertical feature.
1.5. Quantification of flood inundation analysis tool
When the storm surge models containing varying vertical features are generated, it is difficult to
evaluate whether the vertical features are essential to the flood inundation models. Therefore, a
quantification of flood inundation analysis tool (QFAT) written by Fortran and Python was
developed to assist the assessment of the results of flood inundation simulation models within a
5

GIS environment. The tool is an interface for numerical flood models to integrate with ArcGIS for
spatial analysis of flooding attributes. The tool can assess flood quantities by computing average
water surface elevation, average inundation depth, inundated area, total surge volume, percent of
land inundated, and inundation time for the given polygonal area (e.g., HUC 12s). The products
of QFAT enable me to make a direct comparison between the different inundation models and
make the assessment of the flood inundation simulation results no longer limited to point-based
approaches.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1. Vertical features in flood modeling
Westerink et al. (2008) and Dube et al. (2010) emphasized that a key to numerical storm surge
simulations is the accurate representation of the bathymetry (i.e., seafloor depth), topography (i.e.,
land elevation), and inundation barriers (e.g., levees and raised roadway), which constitutes the
definition of a ‘vertical feature’ in this research. With the development of LiDAR and processing
capabilities of the data, accurate digital elevation models (DEMs) have been constructed for use
in coastal numerical modeling. Previous studies have shown that even such fine resolution terrain
data may smooth out vertical features due to relatively coarse spatial discretization of the model
mesh (Horritt et al., 2002a; Kim et al., 2014a). With the constraint of resolution of the numerical
model, the precise location of vertical features that affect water flow propagation being
incorporated into the model mesh is of upmost importance.
Understanding the benefits of vertical features has led researchers to include them in their flood
inundation models. Purvis et al. (2008) manually digitized embankments and flood barriers from
UK Ordnance Survey maps. They inserted their peak elevation record in the 2 m LiDAR data set
into the original 50m DEM for the LISFLOOD-FP inundation model. This aggregation procedure
resulted in model cells containing the best available information on the elevation of significant
terrain features. Although this manipulation overestimates the width of the terrain features, they
believe that it should represent a reasonable trade-off between terrain accuracy and computational
efficiency. Roberts (2004) applied a method is to take the point where the maximum gradient in a
region is steep enough as vertical feature points from LiDAR point cloud data. Then, he manually
cleaned anomalous points and employed raised feature points as a scatter set to build the raised
feature for coastal flooding analysis. Bunya et al. (2010) applied the federal levees defined by
7

USACE-MVN surveys. The road and railroad crown heights were taken from Atlas lidar surveys
into a high-resolution Advanced Circulation (ADCIRC) hurricane models.
Vertical features play an essential role not only in the storm surge models but also in overland
flooding models. In the past, the important hydrologic effects of raised roads have been rarely
considered in applications of widely used hydrologic models. Wang et al. (2011) propose that
raised roads should be incorporated in the hydrological models, based on the Kahklen and Moll’s
(1999) finding that roads can alter the natural infiltration process. Then they predicted the spatial
patterns of water yield by a SWAT-Road model and a SWAT-NoRoad model, concluding that the
hydrologic impacts of raised roads are critical for properly reproducing runoff inside a low-relief
watershed. Alzahrani (2017) inserted the high ground (i.e., vertical features) manually, creating
cell faces aligning with vertical features for HEC-RAS 2D model to keep the water on the "dry"
side of the vertical features until the water surface height exceeded the height of breaklines.
Griffiths (2010) depicted vertical features in the GSSHA model as embankment arcs affecting a
watershed's overland surface flow characteristics along grid cell edges or elevated grid cells to
simulate overbank flow. Thus, prior work has proven that vertical terrain features are critical for
accurate surface water flow estimation in coastal and riverine floodplains. These documented
efforts to enhance the model mesh performance motivate the extraction of raised linear features
from high-resolution terrain data, ideally in an automated framework.
2.2. Vertical feature delineation
Vertical features are defined as linear ridge polylines that can affect water flow propagation.
Methods to obtain vertical features include manual digitization, surveying, semi-automated, and
automated processes using photogrammetry and LiDAR data. Since this dissertation focuses on
the automatic vertical feature delineation method, manual digitizing and surveying are not
8

discussed further. However, most technologies previously applied to extract raised linear features
were based on breaklines and watershed boundaries (Coggin, 2008). The breaklines are also the
important linear terrain features widely employed in flooding models and have a similar definition
with vertical features. Therefore, it is valuable to define and compare VFs with breaklines and
watershed boundaries.
A breakline is a feature line or polyline, such as ridge lines, valley lines, or other features used to
describe significant changes in terrain slope and the land/water interface (Liu et al., 2011).
However, breaklines differ from vertical features in terms of application, location, and criteria.
First, breaklines are typically extracted from Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS) point cloud data,
digital orthophotos, or ground surveyed cross-sections (Bodoque et al., 2016a; Briese, 2004a;
Brugelmann, 2000b; Wang et al., 2018). The extracted breaklines are then combined with
Triangulated Irregular Networks (TINs) generated from the bare-earth LiDAR point cloud to
construct an enhanced TIN model. These breaklines prevent triangulation across the breakline and,
therefore, assist the unstructured TIN's interpolation to a structured DEM. VFs, however, are
delineated directly from DEMs rather than the LiDAR point cloud (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. A flowchart of breaklines and vertical feature generation.
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In terms of location, breaklines typically describe sudden slope changes. As a result, it is
impossible to extract the highest position with a flat top or slight slope, such as breaklines.
Breaklines are often situated at the toe and crown of levees and highways. Brugelmann (2000)
developed an automatic breakline extraction method from airborne laser data concentrated on an
edge-based segment technique. Figure 2.2 shows a cross profile of a dike, where the four black
dots indicate the location of the breaklines extracted by Brugelmann. The breaklines are all placed
at the position where the slope abruptly changes. For these four breaklines, at least the leftmost
and rightmost breaklines do not meet the requirements of vertical features. VF is a local high point
in at least one symmetric direction.

Figure 2.2. Dike profile with the position of automatically extracted breaklines (black dots)
(Brugelmann, 2000).
Briese (2004) presents a method based on the modeling of 3D breaklines from point cloud data
based on robustly estimated surface patch pairs along the breakline. The purple lines in Figure 2.3
are the breakines extracted by his method. Criterion-wise, vertical features should be high enough
to affect flood propagation (Bilskie et al., 2015a; D. W. Coggin, 2008) and be an appropriate spatial
distribution for the horizontal scales at which the unstructured mesh is to be designed. The number
of breaklines in an unstructured mesh with a normal scale is so dense that the bulk of them must
be eliminated. However, there is no parameter that can be used to define the relative importance
10

of these breaklines. Although the methods described above can extract breaklines semiautomatically or automatically, these breaklines are not proper vertical features. Thus, their
application is limited in the construction of flood inundation model meshes.

Figure 2.3. The modelled breaklines were integrated in the classification process for DTM
determination (Briese, 2004).
Zhang et al. (2016) obtained ridges by extracting the watersheds of the river network since the
watersheds correspond to the ridges in many real scenarios. The commonly used watershed
delineation method is based on applying the deterministic 8-neighbor (D8) algorithm to determine
flow direction from DEMs. Flow paths can then be linked into a network and used for flow
accumulations calculated. Cells with a flow accumulation of zero are the local topographic highs
and may be connected to identify watershed boundaries (i.e., ridges) (Figure 2.4). However, it is
impractical to use all watershed boundaries for mesh generation. Furthermore, rather than being at
the centroid, the watershed boundaries follow the DEM cells' edge. Thus, when the VFs are
narrow, the nodes of triangular components may be accidentally positioned on the lower terrain.

11

Figure 2.4. Flow direction, flow accumulation, and watershed boundaries based on D8 algorithm.
Coggin (2008) developed an automatic approach for extracting vertical features from LiDARDEM data for inclusion in an ADCIRC finite element mesh with special parameters. Bilskie et al.
(2015) built on the work of Coggin (2008) by extracting vertical features and putting them into an
unstructured mesh to simulate shallow water hydrodynamics during Hurricane Katrina. The
priority of vertical features can determine the watershed boundaries according to elevation
parameters, vertical curvature parameters, and length parameters. This method considers the length
of the vertical feature in its simplest form by setting a minimum length value. However, this
decision is more complicated when generating meshes. The appropriate horizontal length of
vertical features depends on the local element size of the numerical model mesh.
2.3. Element size functions
Two types of mesh size distribution functions (i.e., a priori and posteriori criteria) may be used to
establish the required element resolution and balance the finite element models' computational cost
and accuracy. The wavelength to grid size ratio and the topographic length scale (TLS) are two
common a priori mesh generation techniques for coastal and ocean circulation models (Hannah et
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al., 1995; Loder, 1980; Westerink et al., 1994). The wavelength to grid size ratio is related to the
water depth:

𝜆⁄Δ𝑥 =

𝑇√𝑔ℎ
Δ𝑥

(2.1)

where 𝜆 is the wavelength of a constituent wave that the model is attempting to capture, Δ𝑥 is the
local nodal spacing, 𝑔 is the gravitational constant, ℎ is the water depth, and T is the tidal period
of interest.
The TLS relationship incorporates both the water depth and terrain gradient into mesh production,
allowing for optimal resolution in locations with a rapid rate of elevation changes. The topographic
length scale relation is
Δ𝑥 = 𝛼ℎ⁄ℎ𝑥

(2.2)

where Δ𝑥 is the local nodal 𝛼 is a constant, ℎ is the water depth, and ℎ𝑥 is the bathymetric slope.
These mesh size functions provide the opportunity to extract vertical features suitable for mesh
generation (i.e., flexible vertical features of adequate length and spatial distribution) by specifying
criteria for determining the grid node spacing.

2.4. Flood inundation assessment tools
For coastal stakeholders (e.g., coastal managers, researchers, and consultants), the development of
automated tools is essential to analyze coastal flood risk from hurricanes. While several software
packages allow simulations of river/coastal models, they offer limited capabilities for analyzing
model results. For example, MIKE Flood is a product produced by the Danish Hydraulic Institute
13

(DHI) that combines the MIKE11 and MIKE21 models for simulating floods in rivers, floodplains,
and coastal regions (Patro et al., 2009). It is mainly used to generate the input files necessary for
the model simulation. SMS (Surface-water Modeling System) is commonly used for pre- and postprocessing for riverine and coastal model files and visualize model inputs and outputs
(AQUAVEO, 2020). These tools do not include data collection, management, and geographic
analysis, which are necessary components of a successful flood impact assessment and are key
issues in the field of flood research (Dimitriadis et al., 2016).
GIS is a tool for organizing and integrating data, creating maps, and performing scientific analysis
to enhance comprehension, communication, and decision-making (Apel, 2006; Wright, 2011).
Several flood-related research tools have previously been built using GIS platforms. The majority
of them continue to concentrate on data visualization and input data preparation, such as HECGeoRAS, ArcSWAT, GISVIEW, and CERA. There are still tools developed that make use of the
powerful data conversion and spatial analysis capabilities of GIS. For instance, Arc Hydro is a free
extension for Esri users that enables the usage of data for hydrologic simulation (e.g., HEC-RAS),
visualization, and hydrologic data analysis (Djokic et al., 2011; Maidment et al., 2002). Ferreira et
al. (2014) developed the Arc StormSurge, a data model that blends the ADCRIC+SWAN coupled
storm wave and surge model ArcGIS capabilities for pre- and post-processing. The tool can be
used to set up models and post-processing simulation results and simplify flood map delineating
and communicating flood information. Silva et al. (2013) built a tool named “BeachMM”, which
integrated hydrodynamic and morphological numerical models (SWAN and XBeach) with GIS to
streamline the process related to beach morphodynamical modeling. This tool can store the output
of the model in an ArcGIS-compatible format, which greatly facilitates further spatial analysis.
These developments highlight how critical GIS is to river and coastal modeling assessment.
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So far, there is not an assessment tool designed explicitly for the ADCIRC model. The most widely
used program, SMS, can convert the ADCIRC model mesh elements into a polygon shapefile and
mesh nodes to point shapes but cannot interpolate point-based properties of the mesh into raster
images. It is critical to visualize, integrate and analyze numerical model results (e.g., water surface
elevation, inundation depth and inundation time) across the spatial and temporal domain in a robust
yet efficient manner. Therefore, a tool is required to visualize and analyze ADCIRC model
simulation results and to depict coastal flood inundation quantities for a particular area.
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Chapter 3. PyVF: A Python Program for Extracting Vertical Features from
LiDAR-DEMs
3.1. Introduction
Flooding in coastal regions can be caused by (i) riverine flooding from extreme rainfall runoff; (ii)
coastal surges driven by tropical cyclones or strong onshore winds; or (iii) a compounding of both
processes occurring simultaneous or in close succession (Bevacqua et al., 2019b; Bilskie et al.,
2018b; Santiago-Collazo et al., 2019a; Zheng et al., 2014a; Zheng et al., 2013). Accurate
representation of the bathymetry (i.e., water depth), topography (i.e., land elevation), and
inundation barriers (e.g., levees, raised roadways, and natural ridges) is fundamental to accurately
simulating floods (Bilskie, 2012b; Dube et al., 2010b; Gallien et al., 2018a; Westerink et al., 2008).
However, a critical challenge for predictive flood modeling is the geometric complexities of the
terrain (Gallien et al., 2014a; Xie et al., 2019). Model performance in low-gradient coastal regions
is particularly susceptible to inaccurate topographical representation within computational models
since the land elevation variation can be as little as a few centimeters (Colby et al., 2010; Van de
Sande et al., 2012).
A prerequisite to the numerical flood model is the generation of high-quality structured or
unstructured meshes that permit an accurate representation of complex domain geometry. Finite
element- and volume-based models typically employ unstructured triangular meshes that are
capable of resolving complex coastal domains (Chen et al., 2003; Ham et al., 2005; Namin et al.,
2004; Pain et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2006; Xie et al., 2019a; Yoon Tae et al., 2004). The unstructured
triangular mesh allows users to refine the mesh in critical areas and use coarse resolution in less
sensitive regions such as in deeper bathymetries while maintaining a given computational cost
(Bern et al., 2000; Hagen et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2014b; Marsh et al., 2018; McGuigan et al.,
2015).
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In recent years, airborne Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) technology has grown more
precise and high-resolution (< 10 m) data have become increasingly available for supporting multidimensional flood modeling research (Bates et al., 2003; NOAA, 2007). Although the increasing
terrain data resolution may permit an improved description of the bare earth topography, the
unstructured meshes are restricted to a minimum resolution to minimize computational cost and
numerical instabilities (e.g., Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition) (Bilskie et al., 2015). Limiting
the resolution results in smoothing out the elevation of natural barriers and anthropogenic features
(e.g., levees and raised roadbeds ) which can alter the path of simulated inundation and result in
an inaccurate solution (Bilskie et al., 2015b; Horritt et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2014; Sofia et al.,
2014).
Purvis et al. (2008) recognized this shortcoming in model resolution and manually digitized
significant terrain features from UK Ordnance Survey maps to include their peak elevation within
the LISFLOOD-FP inundation model. Bunya et al. (2010) applied the federal levees defined by
USACE-MVN surveys, and the road and railroad crown heights taken from Atlas lidar surveys
into high-resolution ADCIRC hurricane models. They concluded that the model accuracy is
dependent on the high-level grid resolution of the terrain surface. Their efforts demonstrate that
the long and narrow raised features are to accurate flood inundation models. In sum, these
documented efforts to improve the model mesh performance motivate the extraction of significant
rasied linear features from high-resolution terrain data, ideally in an automated framework.
Vertical features (VF) are raised linear features such as roadbeds, railroads, levees, floodwalls, and
natural features that can alter the flow path of the wetting and drying of an inundation front (Bilskie
et al., 2015). There have been many studies aimed at automatically extracting ridge features from
high-resolution topographic data. Roberts (2004) applied a method to take the point where the
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maximum gradient in a region is steep enough as VF points from LiDAR point cloud data. Then,
anomalous points were manually cleaned and employed as raised feature points via a scatter set to
incorporate the raised feature into the coastal flooding analysis. Coggin (2008) developed an
automatic method for extracting VFs from LiDAR-DEM data for inclusion in an ADCIRC finite
element mesh with special parameters. Bilskie et al. (2015) followed and expanded the work of
Coggin (2008) and Roberts (2004) to extract VFs and fix them as polylines in an unstructured
mesh that was employed in the simulation of shallow water hydrodynamics for Hurricane Katrina.
The research results of Coggin (2008) and Bilskie et al. (2015) show that accurate simulations are
attained when using an unstructured mesh with defined VFs.
VFs play an essential role not only in the simulation of storm surge but also in hydrological flow
routing. In hydrology, land units are typically defined by watersheds, which have boundaries
delineated from topographic high points (Edwards et al., 2015). Zhang et al. (2016) obtained ridges
by extracting the watersheds of the river network since the watersheds correspond to the ridges in
many real scenarios. Most hydrological models (e.g., SWAT, AnnAGNPS, HSPF, GSSHA)
delineate watershed boundaries and topographic characteristics of watersheds using DEMs
(Parajuli et al., 2013). Wang et al. (2011) predicted the spatial patterns of water yield by a SWATRoad model and a SWAT-NoRoad model with the conclusion that hydrologic effects of raised
roads are important for accurately simulating runoff within a low-relief watershed. Alzahrani
(2017) manually added VFs into a HEC-RAS 2D model and kept water away from the "dry" side
of a VF until the water surface elevation was higher than the VF’s elevation. Griffiths (2010)
represented VFs as embankment arcs that alter the overland surface flow characteristics of a
watershed, along with grid cell edges or elevated grid cells to simulate overbank flow in the
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GSSHA model. Thus, it is well-documented in previous efforts that the inclusion of vertical terrain
features are critical for accurate surface water flow in coastal and riverine floodplains.
Most techniques on extracting raised linear features from DEMs are concentrated on breaklines
and watershed boundaries (D. Coggin, 2008). Therefore, it is important to define and compare
breaklines and VFs. A breakline is defined as a feature line or a polyline, such as ridge lines, valley
lines, or other features for describing substantial changes in terrain slope as well as land/water
interfaces (Liu et al., 2011). Although breaklines have a similar definition as VFs, VFs are not
breaklines; rather, it is important to recognize that VFs are a distinct type of breakline.
For unstructured mesh generation, VFs should be high enough to affect flood propagation, long
enough to span at least one element edge, and be of appropriate spatial distribution for the
horizontal scales at which the unstructured mesh is to be designed (Bilskie et al., 2015b; D. Coggin,
2008). These criteria are not required for breakline generation. Furthermore, breaklines are
commonly extracted from Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS) point cloud data, digital orthophotos, or
ground surveyed cross-sections (Bodoque et al., 2016; Briese, 2004; Brugelmann, 2000; Wang et
al., 2018). For high-quality surface modeling, the extracted breaklines are integrated into
triangulated irregular networks (TINs) created from the bare-earth LiDAR point cloud to develop
an improved TIN model. Breaklines prevent triangulation from occurring across the breakline and
therefore aid in the interpolation of the unstructured TIN to a structured DEM. VFs, however, are
delineated directly from the DEM and not by the LiDAR point cloud. Since a focal input of a
computational flood inundation model is the land elevation (Boreggio et al., 2018), VFs extracted
from a DEM is more suitable than utilizing the point cloud data. Additionally, ALS point cloud
data can be cumbersome to work with, require tremendous computational time for large domains,
and must be manually cleaned for conversion into polylines.
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This research led to the development of an automated VF delineation algorithm method based on
a LiDAR-derived DEM for inclusion in flood inundation models. In section 2, we describe the
capability of the developed algorithm and software, called PyVF, and how VFs are delineated. In
section 3, examples of extracted VFs are presented for four study areas in different types of
geography to illustrate the capacity of PyVF for a variety of terrains. Section 4 contains a
discussion of the PyVF method and section 5 summarizes the research and final conclusions.
3.2. Methods
PyVF is written as a Python version 2.7 script to take advantage of ArcGIS functions through the
Arcpy module. All of the geoprocessing functions of ArcGIS, such as data analysis, data
conversion, and data management can be accessed through Python using Arcpy, which is a Python
site package that integrates ArcGIS with Python (Esri, 2016). PyVF also includes Numpy (Walt et
al., 2011) for data manipulation, as well as the Python standard Math library (Lundh, 2001). The
design of PyVF is divided into four main tasks: 1) pre-processing the DEM (resampling and
splitting); 2) VF target recognition; 3) VF delineation, and 4) post-processing of potential VFs.
PyVF produces VFs as a shapefile and two raster images with attributes, which will be described
in section 2.3 and 2.4.
The flowchart in Figure 3.1 provides a general description of the PyVF algorithm. The two inputs
of the algorithm are a DEM and a target unstructured mesh element size. First, the DEM is split
into sub-DEM tiles to efficiently utilize computer memory, which is useful for large domains with
small cell sizes. Next, the potential VF raster cells for all tiles are extracted through target
recognition methods. Two parameters r and dh, which are explained in the following section, are
used for reducing the VF cell candidates to avoid weak VF cells and extraneous cell noise. The
DEM also serves as the input to watershed boundary delineation. The extracted watershed
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boundaries are considered ridges. The reduced VF cells that coincide with watershed boundaries
are potential VF cells. Then, the potential VF cells continue to be deleted in order to create a linear
feature of a single cell width by a thinning approach. This is in preparation to convert the linear
raster to polylines. Finally, post-processing is performed based on the constraints of the individual
modeling study that will utilize the extracted VFs.

Figure 3.1. A flowchart outlining the vertical feature delineation procedure beginning with the
LiDAR DEM.
3.2.1. Pre-processing
Despite the continuous improvement of computational capabilities, geospatial processing can still
be limited by computer memory due to the demand for high-resolution raster datasets across large
domains. Therefore, before extracting the target recognition cells, the DEM is pre-processed to
divide it into several smaller sub-areas.
The first approach is based on customized grid polygons. The grid polygons can be a fishnet grid
of the entire study area produced using ArcGIS. The sub-DEM extracted by each grid polygon is
the minimum unit in the VF recognition algorithm. The minimum unit is also called the recognition
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area. The target recognition method in this research applies a moving window approach. Since the
raster edge cells (e.g., the cells in the top and bottom rows and the left and right columns) do not
have sufficient neighbors, that is, when calculations in the moving window are performed on the
edge cells, the lack of data in the moving window will affect the calculation. The number of edge
raster cells of the entire sub-DEMs is much larger than the number of edge raster cells of the entire
DEM. If the edge cells of each sub-DEM cannot be calculated as non-edge cells, apparent
discontinuities will result along the edges of each fishnet grid in the final mosaicked image. Hence,
a buffer distance around the recognition area is determined to define an effective area. The buffer
distance is a fixed value specified by the user. The effective area is the value of each cell in the
region that can be employed when looking for potential VF cells. When complete, only the
potential VF cells in the recognition area will be used for mosaicking and there will be no overlap
of potential VF cells due to the buffer distance.
Another DEM decomposition approach is dividing the DEM into many tiles from the bottom left
corner according to the indexical number of columns and rows of the DEM. The minimum unit
(i.e., the recognition region) is a number of rectangular 𝑖 × 𝑗 tiles where 𝑖 is the number of rows
𝑗 is the number of columns. Each tile is processed in the VF recognition algorithm individually
(one by one). The buffer between the effective area and the recognition area is determined by
adding rows and columns, specified by users.
The two methods have a common purpose - to split the DEM so that the data volume of each subDEM region can reside in memory and minimize discontinuities or gaps in the final mosaicked
raster image. The difference is that the input file to define the recognition area for the first method
is a polygon shapefile, while the second method needs to specify an 𝑖 and 𝑗. This polygon may
cover the entire DEM area, or it may only be a part of the DEM. It should be noted that the side
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length of each tile in the polygon shapefile must be a multiple of the DEM cell size, otherwise,
there will be gaps between each tile. The second method is better for manipulating the entire DEM
region without creating a grid polygon. Both methods are available to users.
3.2.2. Target recognition
The VF cell recognition method in this research uses a moving window approach. The higher
elevation cells in a moving window range are identified as potential VF candidates. Herein, a
circular moving window approach is adopted, which has an advantage in directional uniformity
over a square moving window. (Chang et al., 2007; Chang et al., 1998; Koike et al., 1995). The
circle is divided into eight sectors representing eight directions (e.g., A1 is North, B1 is Northeast)
(Figure 3.2 (a)). The target recognition method traversed each target DEM cell. The centroid of
the circle is placed at the center of each cell to determine if it is a potential VF point.
Moving windows can use a fixed-size or iterative increasing size. Figure 3.2 (b) is an example
cross profile representing that a variable window size is a more appropriate for this research. An
iteratively increased circular moving window is applied. The iterative increasing size is defined by
a parameter 𝑟, the radius of the moving window. The radius (𝑟) (starting with 𝑟=1.5* cell size) of
the circular reference is iteratively increased to find a point higher than either side in at least one
symmetrical direction (i.e., N-S, E-W, NE-SW and NW-SE). A parameter, dh (difference in height
between checked point with lowest elevation in one direction), is employed to ensure the extracted
target cell is high enough. Different 𝑟 will lead to different 𝑑ℎ.
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Figure 3.2. The description of target recognition method. (a) The circle is divided in to eight sectors
to present eight directions of a target point to be examined; (b) This is an assumed small-scale
cross profile of terrain. The r of lowest elevation in each direction are different, which can show a
variable
As an example, the large-scale cross-section (Figure 3.3) shows the desired target locations.
Because the actual terrain is very complex, there are many possible elevation relationships between
the potential VF cells and their surrounding points on the same cross-section: (1) The transverse
profile is approximately symmetric and vertex position is very clear (i.e., inversed V-shape)
(Figure 3.3 (b)(d)); (2) The transverse profile is approximately symmetric and top is wide (i.e.,
inversed U-shape) (Figure 3.3 (c)); (3) The transverse profile is asymmetrical and vertex position
is very clear (Figure 3.3 (a)); (4) The transverse profile is asymmetrical and the top is wide (Figure
3.3 (e)). Although the transverse profiles have different forms, the common feature of the target
cells is that they must be the highest point within a certain distance in a symmetric direction.
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Figure 3.3. An example large-scale cross profile of terrain. Empty circles are potential VF points
having variety of elevation relationships with their neighbor points on the cross-section.
The pseudo-code for the VF recognition method in the E-W direction is presented in Figure 3.4.
The variables and the description of them are summarized in Table 1. First, the target recognition
algorithm is to find the cells whose elevation in the E-W direction keeps decreasing as 𝑟 increases.
When one of the symmetric directions stops falling, as shown in Figure 3.3 (a), each direction
needs to be checked separately to ensure that this situation is not overlooked. Because the situation
in Figure 3.3 (a, e) may appear, that is, after a certain distance of elevation drop, the height remains
stable, or even rises, and then continues to fall. So, a very short ascent is allowed to avoid the cell
being filtered out due to a relatively small 𝑑ℎ. The parameter 𝑡 is employed to limit the distance
so the height does not continuously decrease with increasing 𝑟.
The outputs of this portion of the framework are two target recognition raster files and an attribute
table. The values of the two rasters are the maximum radius (𝑟) and height difference (𝑑ℎ) of the
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eight directions. The attribute table includes 𝑟 and 𝑑ℎ for each direction. For VF cells, 𝑟 represents
how wide and 𝑑ℎ represents how high. Users can filter raster cells according to the values of
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ and 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑟 for their study. The recommended significant parameter values for different
study areas will be provided in section 3.

Figure 3.4. The pseudo-code for the main vertical feature recognition method.
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Table 3.1. The variables in the pseudo-code for the target recognition algorithm in E-W direction.
Variable

Description
𝑖

𝑟𝑜𝑤
𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥 _𝑟𝑜𝑤

Increase the size of the moving window for the (𝑖 − 1)𝑡ℎ time
The row ID of checking cell
The column ID of checking cell
The maximum row ID of checking cell

𝑚𝑎𝑥 _𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛

The maximum column ID of the checking cell

𝑟_𝐸

The radius of moving window in East direction

𝑟_𝑊

The radius of moving window in West direction

𝑡

A tolerance that allows stability or rise over a short distance

𝑑ℎ_𝐸

The elevation difference in East direction

𝑑ℎ_𝑊

The elevation difference in West direction

𝐻0

The elevation checking cell

𝑚𝐻𝐸𝑖

The average value of the cells contained in the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ ring in the East direction

𝑚𝐻𝑊𝑖

The average value of the cells contained in the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ ring in the West direction

𝑑𝑚𝐻𝐸𝑖

The difference between 𝑚𝐻𝐸𝑖 and 𝑚𝐻𝐸𝑖−1

3.2.3. Target delineation
Next, the VF raster is converted to feature polylines. The potential VF cells identified from target
recognition are more than the desired VF cells as this is the first phase in VF delineation. Raster
cells of potential VF points that do not meet required criteria (i.e., not high enough) are removed
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based on values of 𝑟 and 𝑑ℎ. The remaining potential VF cells form wide and linear raster cells or
even blocks of raster cells. Specific examples and values of r and dh are discussed in the following
sections.
There is an assumption that significant barriers to surge propagation will be captured as watershed
boundaries (Bilskie et al., 2015). Some programs (e.g., TauDEM, GDAL, ESRI’s ArcHydro
extension) were developed to delineate watershed boundaries from DEM (Kraemer et al., 2009;
Tarboton, 2005). Through establishing flow direction, linking flow path, and calculating flow
accumulation based on a DEM, cells with a flow accumulation value of zero generally correspond
to watershed boundaries. Also, it is impossible to point out which of the two adjacent cells that
share the watershed boundary is higher. Hence, the watershed boundaries are buffered by a
distance of one cell size on both sides. However, the potential raster cells covered by the buffered
watershed boundary is desired.
At this stage, the width of the linear potential VF raster is two cell sizes at a minimum. To generate
VF polylines, it is necessary to reduce the number of cells to create a linear feature of a single cell
width by a thinning (i.e., skeletonization) approach (Davies et al., 1981; Naccache et al., 1984;
Zhan, 1993; Zhang et al., 1984). The thinned linear raster can then be converted to polyline by
ArcGIS or similar GIS software. Therefore, the VF polylines reside along the centroid of raster
cells and not on the edge.
3.2.4. Post-processing
Minimal post-processing is required depending on the research objective. For example, when VFs
are designed to help guide the unstructured finite element mesh generation (or structured mesh
generation) for a flood inundation model, post-processing is to facilitate the placement of nodes
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(and element edges) along the VF lines. For example, the ADvanced CIRCulation (ADCIRC)
model employs unstructured finite element meshes that are widely used for predicting storm surgegenerated coastal inundation across normally dry regions (Bhaskaran et al., 2014; M. V. Bilskie et
al., 2016b; Bilskie et al., 2014b; Bunya et al., 2010b; Dietrich et al., 2011; Gayathri et al., 2016;
Luettich, 1992). If the length of the extracted VF is less than the length of the desired local element
size it is not possible to directly include it in the mesh. Therefore, VF lines with lengths less than
the desired local mesh size must be removed. Additionally, there may be small gaps in the VFs
that should be connected. Further details are described in the following section.
3.3. Applications of PyVF
VFs are extracted for four locations of varying terrain that include a low-gradient coastal region,
urban area, sandy beach, and a mountainous region using the PyVF software.
3.3.1. Low-gradient coastal region area
Low-gradient coastal areas have a higher probability of flooding from storm surges and prolonged
torrential precipitation than regions with higher elevation gradient terrains. Moreover, especially
in low-gradient regions, the potential of more destructive flooding from compound events is often
higher than the occurrence of a single event (Bevacqua et al., 2019b; Ikeuchi et al., 2017; IPCC,
2013; Moftakhari et al., 2017; Nicholls et al., 2007). This region is difficult to model due to the
complicated flows of coastal storm surges and, rainfall runoff and fluvial flooding that can occur
in combination (Bilskie et al., 2018b; Santiago-Collazo et al., 2019).
The low-gradient coastal study area displayed in Figure 3.5 is a part of the Lake Maurepas
watershed in southeastern Louisiana. Figure 3.5 shows the aerial imagery draped over a 3-m
resolution LiDAR derived topo-bathymetric DEM provided by U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).
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Some roadbeds and natural barriers that can alter the path of flood flow are shown in the figure.
The elevation in this area ranges from -0.5 m to 11.7 m (NAVD88).

Figure 3.5. Aerial imagery draped over a 3-meter resolution topo-bathymetric digital elevation
model in southeastern Louisiana.
The elevation difference 𝑑ℎ, which is a result of the target recognition method, is shown in Figure
3.6 (a)(a’). The darker the color, the larger the elevation difference. The VFs of interest have a
larger elevation difference. However, there is also a large amount of no potential VF cells with
low elevation difference. Hence, the 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ is the major parameter to provide a threshold to
identify the VF cells.
Some geomorphometric parameters such as slope, curvature, elevation residual and entropy are
used in terrain analysis to extract vertical features (Hiller et al., 2008; Sofia et al., 2014a; Tarolli
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et al., 2010). The min_𝑑ℎ has the similar core idea with elevation residual (ER), that is, to filter
low-relief plains in local scale. The ER of the DEM in this area is calculated as following equation.
𝐸𝑅 = 𝐸𝐷𝐸𝑀 − 𝐸̅𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑟

(3.1)

where 𝐸̅𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑟 is the average elevation of cells with in a moving window, and 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝑟 is the
average 𝑟 of the entire study area, and 𝐸𝐷𝐸𝑀 is the elevation of the cell in the center of the moving
window.
The statistical approach interquartile range (IQR) is used to define the threshold value of
geomorphometric parameters (Hiller et al., 2008; Sofia et al., 2014). The VF cells can be regarded
as the outliers of the entire DEM cells. The 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ should satisfy the condition:
𝐼𝑄𝑅 = 𝑄3 − 𝑄1

(3.2)

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ > 𝑛 ∗ 𝐼𝑄𝑅

(3.3)

where Q1 is the first quartile, Q3 is the third quartile, and n is a parameter defined by users.
1.5 IQR (i.e., 𝑛 = 1.5) is the commonly used rule to define outliers. In this region, the 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ in
1.5 IQR rule is about 0.2 m (Figure 3.13). A value greater than 0.2 can be considered as a 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ
value, and the upper limit is recommended not to exceed the average value of outliers (~0.6 m).
Since the width of VFs in this study is not regarded as an important indicator for VF extraction,
the selection of minimum 𝑟 is only used to delete those discrete local high cells. Hence, the value
of minimum r is related to the resolution of DEM, which is generally 2.5 (i.e., (initial r) +1) times
the cell size. The potential VF raster image using 0.2 m 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ and 7.5 m 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑟 (i.e., 2.5 cell
size*3m) is shown in Figure 3.6 (b) (b’). To avoid noise, the value of the parameter 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ is
selected as 0.5 m and 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑟 is 7.5 m (Figure 3.6 (c) (c’)).
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Figure 3.6. The results of target recognition method. a) The raster image with the value of dh in
low-gradient area. a’) A zoom-in of the raster image a. b) The potential VF raster image with the
value of min_dh is 0.2 m and the value of min_r is 2.5 cell size in low-gradient area. b’) A zoomin of the raster image b. c) The potential VF raster image with the value of min_dh is 0.5 m and
the value of min_r is 2.5 cell size in low-gradient area. c’) A zoom-in of the raster image c.
As previously mentioned, the extracted cells are wide and difficult to convert to lines. The potential
VF cells are delineated with the aid of watershed boundaries (Figure 3.7). A threshold that
represents the minimum contributing cells in the drainage network needs to be selected. If the
threshold is too small, the flow accumulation will be too short, resulting in more watersheds and
short watershed boundaries. Conversely, if the threshold is too large, some important watershed
boundaries will be omitted. The process of selecting the threshold is conducted through trial and
error, while iterating on target recognition results. Four thresholds are chosen: 20000 cells, 10000
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cells, 5000 cells and 2000 cells. The watershed boundaries generated by the accumulated flow
threshold of 5,000 is determined suitable for the VF extraction. The potential VF cells are extracted
by the buffered watershed boundaries, which reduce the number of cells representing the width of
the features. The polylines converted from the thinned raster cells are the initial set of VF lines
(Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.7. Watershed boundaries with a 5,000 accumulation flow threshold.
For inclusion in the mesh generation processes, the VFs should be further processed to remove VF
lines shorter than the minimum element size and to connect small gaps. For example, the VFs
shown in Figure 3.8 (a) are shorter than the surrounding desired mesh element size and therefore
are deleted. Additionally, there may be small gaps in the VFs that should be connected (Figure 3.8
(c)). Gaps should remain intact when a river flows through a VF (Figure 3.8 (d)). In addition, VF
lines that have a degree of sinuosity are not conducive to mesh generation (Figure 3.8 (e)). Also,
parallel VF lines that are within a given element size should be compared to decide which should
be kept (Figure 3.8 (b)). Closed loops caused by thinning are cleaned (Figure 3.8 (f)). As a result
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of the automated post-processing routines, a cleaner and more meaningful set of VF lines are
produced for mesh generation (Figure 3.9 (a)). Furthermore, the location of the extracted VFs is
along the centroid of raster cells as opposed to watershed boundaries that are on the edges of raster
cells (Figure 3.9 (b)).

Figure 3.8. Examples of potential VFs requiring post-processing. (a) Lines shorter than element
size; (b) Adjacent parallel lines; (c) small gaps between potential VFs; (d) small gaps with a river
flowing through it; (e) a line with a large sinuosity at the end; (f) closed loop.
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Figure 3.9. The vertical features in the low-gradient coastal region area. a) Vertical features after
post-processing for low-gradient coastal area location. b) Comparison of a watershed boundary
and a vertical feature
3.3.2. Urban area
VF extraction using PyVF was also tested for an urban area – Port Allen and Baton Rouge,
Louisiana (Figure 3.10 (a)). The Mississippi River passes through the study region. The USGS 3m resolution LiDAR topo-bathymetric model was used as the source DEM Figure 3.12 (b). The
elevation of Port Allen is substantially lower than that of Baton Rouge, however, the average
elevation differences within each city are small. The 1.5 IQR of the 𝑑ℎ is about 0.66 m (Figure
3.15). The Figure 3.10 (c) shows that there are many potential VF cells in the Mississippi River
region. Then the 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ and 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑟 are set to 1 m and 7.5m. In other words, the value of recognized
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potential raster cells with an elevation greater than 1 m and the r is greater than 7.5 m (Figure 3.10
(d)).
The watershed boundaries are generated with an accumulated flow threshold of 1,000 (Figure 3.10
(e)). Through post-processing, the VFs derived from PyVF with lengths greater than 200 m are
retained. The black dotted line shown in Figure 3.10 (f) is the Mississippi River east and west bank
levees obtained from Nation Levee Database. It is obvious that levees are extracted and there are
many non-levee VFs that can impact flow path in this area, especially in the Port Allen area.

Figure 3.10. The vertical features in the urban area. a) Location map of urban area in Louisiana. b)
The DEM in urban area. c) The potential VF raster image with the value of min𝑑ℎ is 0.66 m and
the value of min𝑟 is 7.5 m in urban area. d) The potential VF raster image with the value of min𝑑ℎ
is 1 m and the value of min𝑟 is 7.5 m in urban area. (e) Watershed boundaries with a 1000
accumulated flow threshold (f) Vertical features greater than 200 m and Mississippi levees from
Nation Levee Database.
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3.3.3. Mountain area
The mountain study area is a region of north Georgia and is about 20 by 40 km Figure 3.11 (a).
The 10 m DEM in this area was obtained from the Nation Elevation Dataset (NED) assembled by
the USGS (Figure 3.11 (b)). This site is larger than the previous two, so pre-processing the DEM
was necessary. The area is divided into six titles and PyVF is run individually on each tile to obtain
potential VF raster cells for the entire mountain area.
The watershed boundaries are generated with an accumulated flow threshold of 10,000 (Figure
3.11 (c)). The 1.5 IQR of the 𝑑ℎ is about 50 m (Figure 3.13). This value is reasonable since the
characteristics of mountain areas are substantially higher than the surrounding terrain and includes
large slopes. The minimum 𝑑ℎ and 𝑟 are set 50 m and 25 m (Figure 3.11 (d)). The VFs with a
minimum length of 200 m and 1,000 m are shown in (Figure 3.11 (e) (f)). There are many short
branches using 200 m as the minimum length. PyVF provides users with the option of customizing
the minimum length to meet a variety of research objectives.
3.3.4. Beach area
The fourth study area is a coastal area located in Virginia Beach (Figure 3.12 (a)). According to
the 10 m DEM supported by the NOAA (Figure 3.12 (b)), there is a natural barrier (i.e., sandy
beach dune). Beach dunes are important for ecosystems habitats and coastal protection by reducing
the impact of extreme coastal hazards such as wave and storm surge (Ranwell et al., 1986;
Roelvink et al., 2009; Van der Meulen et al., 1996).
In this area, the 1.5 IQR of the 𝑑ℎ is about 1.5 m (Figure 3.13). Since this area is small, the
accumulated flow threshold used for extracting watershed boundaries is 100 (Figure 3.12 (d)) and
the minimum 𝑑ℎ and 𝑟 are set 1.5 m and 25 m (i.e., 2.5 * cell size) (Figure 3.12 (c)). The VFs with
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a minimum length of 50 m are shown in Figure 3.12 (e). The longest VF is the beach dune. PyVF
is shown as able to extract raised features from the beach area.

Figure 3.11. The vertical features in the mountain area. a) Location map of mountain area in
Georgia. b) The DEM in mountain area. c) Watershed boundaries with a 10000 accumulated flow
threshold. d) The potential VF raster image with the value of min𝑑ℎ is 50 m and the value of min𝑟
is 25 m in mountain area. e) Vertical features in mountain area longer than 200 m. f) Vertical
features in mountain area longer than 1000 m.
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Figure 3.12. The vertical features in the beach area. a) Location map of beach area in Virginia. b)
The DEM in Beach Area. c) The potential VF raster image with the value of min𝑑ℎ is 1.5 m and
the value of min𝑑ℎ is 25 m in Beach Area. d) Watershed Boundaries with a 100 accumulated flow
threshold. (e) Vertical Features greater than 50 m.

Figure 3.13. Boxplot of the elevation differences (dh) in low-gradient area, urban area, mountain
area and beach area.
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3.4. Discussion
VF extraction is similar to breakline and ridge extraction; however, VFs are a distinct type of
breakline. VFs to be employed in flow models will have additional characteristics that should be
satisfied such as long enough, high enough and be of appropriate spatial distribution. The method
in this research combines two ridge extraction methods. The first is a moving window to detect
the individual DEM cells as ridge cells, where a cell is the local maximum height cell (i.e., target
recognition) (Tribe, 1992) and the second is delineating watershed boundaries based on the
accumulated flow threshold (𝑇) (i.e., target delineation) (Ai, 2007).
The target recognition in this research applies an iterative increasing size moving window to detect
each cell within the DEM range. This method is superior to previous methods of fixed size moving
windows because the importance of each VF can be automatically assessed by the variable 𝑑ℎ and
𝑟. Compared with the fixed-size approach, the output VF height (𝑑ℎ) identified by the moving
window with the increasing radius (𝑟) is closer to the real height, though it may need additional
computing time. Also, the radius (𝑟) could be regarded as the width of a VF. 𝑑ℎ and 𝑟 can be
considered as vertical and horizontal increments to calculate the slope of VFs. The four case studies
presented highlight that the minimum values of parameter 𝑑ℎ and 𝑟 can be determined based on
the IQR and the resolution of DEM. They also prove that the min𝑑ℎ has a high relationship with
the type of terrain for a given study area. For instance, in the area with large elevation variations,
such as the mountain region, a larger min𝑑ℎ is used to filter out less significant VFs. On the
contrary, in the low-gradient area, the smaller min𝑑ℎ is more appropriate due to the minor land
elevation variations and small surface slope.
Since the watershed boundary delineation method is an effective way of providing the location of
ridges, it serves naturally to use the watershed boundary as VFs. The selection of the threshold (𝑇)
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also has an impact on the VF delineation. If a large threshold is selected, less output watershed
boundaries may cause the loss of significant VFs. If a small threshold is selected, there will be
more watershed boundaries, and of course, the intersection of the watershed boundaries will also
be significantly increased. Using a small threshold not only increases computation time, but also
many weak VFs are extracted and the thinned VFs have numerous spurs. This requires additional
post-processing . Hence, the threshold selection should be an iterative process, from large to small,
to determine an appropriate threshold.
Coggin’s (2008) work starts from the watershed delineation and considers the watershed
boundaries that meet three criteria by special parameters as significant VFs. His method greatly
reduces the number of watershed boundaries and can warrant the importance of the extracted VFs
(i.e., portions of the watershed boundaries). However, there is no weighting among the extracted
VFs. In unstructured mesh design, VFs with close spacing may face trade-offs. The parameter 𝑑ℎ
can provide the vertically significant order of each VF. Additionally, the watershed boundaries are
along the edges of the grid cell instead of the centroid. When the VFs are narrow, the nodes of
triangular elements could be positioned on the surrounding lower terrain by accident. The VFs
extracted by PyVF are located along the center of raster cells so that careless element nodes
placement are avoided.
There are, however, some limitations in PyVF. First, VFs rely on the position of watershed
boundaries. When potential VF cells and watershed boundaries cannot coincide, there may be gaps
in the VFs that should be continuous. This condition requires post-processing to compensate. In
addition, the accuracy of VFs extracted with PyVF will be affected by the quality of the DEM.
PyVF is more effective if a quality DEM is available. Third, since PyVF applies some ArcGIS
functions in the target delineation method, the users must have access to an ArcGIS license.
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3.5. Summary and Conclusion
In this paper, the problem of extracting VFs from DEM is presented. PyVF is written in Python to
solve this problem using the target recognition and target delineation algorithm. The target
recognition aims to extract the potential VF cells applying a circular moving window with an
iterative increasing size rather than a fixed size. The objective of the target delineation method is
to convert the potential VF cells to VF polylines. The two main algorithms are based on some
meaningful parameters. Also, post-processing could be required for cleaning up VFs that are
insignificant to the research objective.
PyVF is employed to extract VFs in four different landform areas including low-gradient coastal
area, urban area, mountain area, and beach area. The VFs such as roadbed, levees, mountain ridges,
and beach dunes in these areas are delineated. According to different landforms and research
objectives, the appropriate values of parameters are changeable. The results of the four study areas
demonstrate automatic VF delineation from disparate DEMs. Our future work will combine the
PyVF tool with a local mesh scaling algorithm to extend the delineation of VFs beyond the
geometric based approach to include flow properties.
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Chapter 4. Vertical Feature Delineation Algorithm Combined with Element
Size Function
4.1. Introduction
A critical challenge for flood predictive modeling is describing the geometric complexities of the
terrain, particularly in the unstructured mesh generation process. For example, the elevation of
natural barriers (e.g., beach dunes) and anthropogenic features (e.g., levees, and raised roadbeds)
are likely to be smoothed out due constraints in horizontal mesh resolution. This inadequate
representation of the true domain can have a dramatic impact on the propagation of flood waters
across the landscape, especially when these elevation barriers (hereafter referred to as vertical
features) have the potential to conduct, impede or otherwise influence surface-water flow. In order
to accurately and automatically represent these vertical terrain features, an open-source program
PyVF has been developed that can extract significant potential vertical features from a highresolution LiDAR-derived digital elevation model (DEM).
PyVF, which is described in chapter 3, considers the height and width of vertical features by
defining meaningful parameters of a vertical differential threshold (dh) and a search radius (r). A
problem often encountered with the inclusion of vertical features in numerical models is that the
lengths of some vertical features are smaller than the local element sizes in the unstructured mesh
(Bilskie et al., 2015a; D. Coggin, 2008). The determination of an appropriate horizontal length
scale of vertical features has not been discussed and proposed in detail in previous studies.
However, it has been realized that the appropriate horizontal length depends on the element size
of numerical model meshes.
There have been many numerical flooding models employing structured or unstructured meshes
developed and applied in multiple scopes. Shustikova et al. (2019) generated several structured
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meshes of different sizes to compare the flooding event reproduction performance of HEC-RAS
and LISFLOOD-FP model. Patel et al. (2017) map the flood inundation area of Surat city via a 2D
HEC-RAS mesh model generated for Lower Tapi Basin. Sebastian et al. (2014) built a SWAN +
ADCIRC model with 30 m mesh resolution in the nearshore to improve the understanding the
behavior of storm surge in the Houston-Galveston region. Bilskie et al. (2016; 2014) introduce a
modeling framework to estimate flood risk under the changes in climate, sea level rise and
landscape, with testing of the methodology using wave and storm surge model. Siverd et al. (2019;
2018) modified a CPRA 2017 mesh based on historical landscape to build ADCIRC hydrodynamic
storm surge models for estimating the evolution of the flood risk and wetland loss across coastal
Louisiana. Nguyen et al. (2016) coupled an unstructured triangular mesh for the BreZo model with
a hydrologic model (i.e., HL-RDHM) to predict the flood depth and velocities.
A key to numerical modeling of coastal flooding is the accurate representation of the complex
domain geometry in the vertical (i.e., topography and bathymetry) provided the horizontal
constraints of model mesh resolution. It is critical that mesh resolution be strategically defined for
model mesh generation, especially in large gradient regions (e.g., near-shore). Rebordão and
Trigo-Teixeira (2009) setup an ADCIRC model with a constant mesh size in the river zone and a
progressively finer size from ocean to shore to study the tide propagation. Iglesias et al. (2018)
combined the Telemac 2D and Delft3D models to assess the flood risk of the Douro estuary. The
meshing area of the Telemac2D model domain is about 200 km2. The mesh resolution of the
Telemac2D model ranges from about 300 m at the ocean to about 50 m at the Douro river and 35
m within São Paio Bay. Rao et al. (2008) suggested that a mesh size of 1 km near the coast is
sufficient, while mesh resolution of 250 m or less can be selected to achieve high precision. When
the mesh extends to deep ocean (e.g., Atlantic Ocean), coarse mesh sizes (i.e., multiple kilometers)
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are almost exclusively used for the deep ocean domain (Bhaskaran et al., 2013; Dietrich et al.,
2012). Bilskie et al. (2016) developed a research-grade unstructured element mesh (i.e., NGOM3)
ranging in size from 25 km in deep Atlantic Ocean to nearly 15 m inland to represent topographic
details. They also developed a real-time mesh based on the NGOM3 mesh, which has 64% fewer
mesh nodes than NGOM3, to speed up the simulation time (Bilskie et al., 2020). These previous
studies show that the mesh resolution of models can be constant or vary from a few meters to
multiple kilometers according to the factors such as complexity of terrain surface, location,
computation costs, and desired level of accuracy. Therefore, the required length of each extracted
vertical feature needs to be considered with an element size function, be it uniform or spatially
variable.
A mesh sizing function creates the opportunity to extract vertical features of variable size with
long enough length and appropriate spatial distribution for use in unstructured mesh generation.
The combination of PyVF with element size functions for vertical feature delineation improves the
unstructured element mesh model across the coastal land margin. In addition, the program provides
varying parameters to satisfy various landforms and research objectives.
After this introduction, this chapter is presented as follows. In the section 2, the materials and the
vertical delineation methods combined with element size are described. Section 3 includes the
description of the study sites in the coastal Louisiana chosen for testing of the methodology. In the
section 4, the vertical features are extracted for five the study sites. Constant element size (i.e., 10
m, 50 m and 200 m) and varied node spacing based on the topographic length scale are employed
for vertical feature delineation. The last section summarizes the research and presents the
conclusions.
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4.2. Materials and methods
4.2.1. Digital elevation model
Topo-bathymetric data are critically important for numerical models of coastal flooding. The DEM
used in this research is a new version topo-bathymetric digital elevation model (TBDEM) for
northern Gulf of Mexico (NGOM) developed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Coastal
National Elevation Database (CoNED) Applications Project (Danielson et al., 2016). The
resolution of NGOM2 (i.e., the new version DEM) is 1 meter, whereas the resolution of NGOM
(i.e., the predecessor of NGOM2) is 3 meters. The vertical and horizontal datum of NGOM2 is the
North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) and the North American Datum of 1983
(NAD83). The DEM extends from the Louisiana/Texas border in the west to the Florida/Alabama
border in the east (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. The 1-m resolution Topo-bathymetric Digital Elevation Model in the Northern Gulf of
Mexico.
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4.2.2. Potential vertical feature polylines extraction
The potential vertical features are extracted following the methods in Chapter 3. The method
involves three steps. First, the DEM of a large region is divided into several smaller sub-areas to
satisfy computer memory limitation. Next, through the target recognition method, two rasters with
the value of 𝑟 and 𝑑ℎ are calculated for each DEM cell. The appropriate values of 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑟 and
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ are determined by the 1.5 IQR rule to reduce the vertical feature cell candidates and the
potential vertical feature cells that have sufficient height. Then, the ridges of the potential vertical
feature cells are combined with the buffered watershed boundary. Because the watershed
boundaries are along the edge of the cells, the higher elevation cell is on the right or the left side
of the ridge is unable to identified. Consequently, the extracted linear raster contains a width of at
least two cell sizes. A thinning approach is applied to reduce the number of cells and create a linear
feature of a single cell width for generating polyline. After that, the linear raster is converted to
potential vertical feature polylines.
4.2.3. Element size
Constant and variable element sizes are considered in the vertical feature extraction and generation
of meshes. Constant sizes include 10, 50 and 200 m. The variable mesh sizing function employed
in this research is derived from a 1/∇ℎ refinement criterion (Bilgili et al., 2006), which is similar
to but not identical to the TLS criterion. Firstly, the node elevation of a 30-m uniform triangulation
mesh for Lake Maurepas basin (up to 2-m contour) is interpolated from the DEM using the
DEM2GRD method (Bilskie et al., 2013). Next, the inverse of the gradient (i.e., 1/∇ℎ ) in the
region is computed (Figure 4.2) with the element size defined according to:
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(4.1)

𝐴 = 𝑛𝑙 2

(4.2)

∇ℎ 𝛼

where ∇ℎ is the absolute value of the gradient of ℎ on the nodes of the element, ℎ is the depth, 𝛼
is a constraint ratio which is equal to unity in this research, 𝐴 is the maximum element area, n is a
proportionality constant based on the shape of the element, and 𝑙 is the element edge length (i.e.,
element size).
The size function is scaled by decreasing the total range of element sizes from spanning an original
five orders of magnitude (i.e., 1 m to 100 km) to a revised three orders of magnitude (i.e., 10 m to
10 km).

Figure 4.2. The element size of Lake Maurepas based on the topographic length scale.
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4.2.4. Vertical feature extraction with element size
4.2.4.1. Extension lines
For the purpose of long enough vertical features delineation, some independent short lines shorter
than element size should be deleted. However, when the watershed boundary is not fine enough,
vertical feature cells and watershed boundaries cannot coincide. In addition, since some vertical
features are not always high enough, but go up and down, the cells at the lower location cannot be
extracted by PyVF. These can result in gaps between potential vertical features that should be
continuous. If these shorter vertical feature polylines are deleted directly, there will be a larger gap
between the two long lines which goes against the original intention of extracting vertical features.
Therefore, it is necessary to add extension lines to make up the gaps and avoid deleting short lines
that should be kept.
Firstly, for each potential vertical feature polyline whose length is less than the element size, both
ends of the polyline will be used as starting points to find out whether there are other vertical
feature polylines within can be connected to them as extension lines. The connection should follow
the criteria of: (1) the length of extension line is limited; (2) only one endpoint can add extension
lines. The purpose is to prevent unreasonable connection (e.g., connect to a polyline far away from
it, or form a closed triangle).
Next, these extension lines need to be further determined based on angles, valleys and potential
vertical feature polylines. When the angle between the extension line and the potential vertical
feature polylines is too small, they are unlikely to belong to the same feature and are not conducive
to mesh generation. Moreover, the extension lines should not cross the valleys (e.g., flow path).
Similarly, the extension lines cannot pass through potential vertical features.
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Then extension lines and potential vertical feature polylines are aggregated to become the new
potential vertical feature polylines. The potential vertical feature polylines that are not long enough
and have not been added as an extension line are removed. The above steps loop over the new
potential vertical features until no new extension lines are generated.

4.2.4.2. Weight parameters
Each potential vertical feature is weighted to balance a trade-off when the element size changes.
There are two weight parameters in terms of height and length combined to evaluate the
importance of each vertical feature. With the benefit of the target recognition method, the local
relative height of each vertical feature cell is recorded. The weight parameters in height are the
average 𝑑ℎ (𝑊𝑚 ) and sum 𝑑ℎ (𝑊𝑠 ) of the points along the vertical feature polyline. The points are
created on the polyline based on an interval (𝐼). When one line is slightly higher than the other,
but much shorter than it. The longer vertical maybe more significant in flow propagation.
Therefore, there is a weight parameter in length (𝑊𝑙 ), which is the length of each potential vertical
feature. Instead of ordering all the polylines by weight, the potential vertical features are compared
in pairs based on element size.

4.2.4.3. Identify the significant vertical features
4.2.4.3.1. Perpendicular line
The perpendicular lines are established to detect the presence of another potential vertical feature
within a certain distance (e.g., element size). Set a perpendicular foot on the potential vertical
feature polylines at intervals. The interval and length of perpendicular lines are according to the
element size (Figure 4.3). For constant element size mesh, all perpendiculars are the same. As for
the variable element size mesh, the parameters of perpendiculars are the element size of the nearest
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node of a 30-m uniform triangulation mesh. In Figure 4.3, the black point in the right figure is the
perpendicular foot point. The green line is the perpendicular line. Perpendicular lines are
determined by the angle and distance between the two endpoints and the perpendicular foot points.

Figure 4.3. The description of the perpendicular lines.
The next step is to find the split points and delete less important potential vertical features. There
are three weight parameters: ∆𝑊𝑚 , ∆𝑊𝑠 and ∆𝑊𝐿 .
∆𝑊𝑚 = 𝑊𝑚𝑂𝐿 − 𝑊𝑚𝐼𝐿

(4.3)

∆𝑊𝑠 = 𝑊𝑠𝑂𝐿 − 𝑊𝑠𝐼𝐿

(4.4)

∆𝑊𝑙 =

𝑊𝑙𝑂𝐿
𝑊𝑙𝐼𝐿

(4.5)

The OL subscript refers to the vertical features at the perpendicular foot points (see Line 1 in
Figure 4.4 (a)). If the perpendicular line intersects with another potential vertical feature polyline,
it means that the less important one is to be deleted. IL suffix refers to the vertical features that
intersect the perpendicular lines (see Line 2 in Figure 4.4 (a)).
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First, the split points are determined based on ∆𝑊𝑚 and ∆𝑊𝑠 under four conditions (Figure 4.4 (b)).
Condition 1 is ∆𝑊𝑚 and ∆𝑊𝑠 are positive, which means the OL line is longer and higher than the
IL line. So, the split point should be the intersection points. Then the segment between the two
split points is deleted (Figure 4.5 (a)). Condition 3 is ∆𝑊𝑚 and ∆𝑊𝑠 are both negative. This means
the OL line is shorter and lower than the IL line. The split point should be the perpendicular foot
points. The segment between the two split points (i.e., perpendicular foot points) is deleted (Figure
4.5 (b)).

Figure 4.4. The method of split points definition. (a) The description about how the perpendicular
lines work with adjacent vertical features; (b) Four conditions about the location of split lines.

Figure 4.5. The method of split points definition in Condition 1 and Condition 3. (a) The Location
of Split Lines for Condition 1; (b) The location of split lines for Condition 3.
For condition 2, ∆𝑊𝑚 is positive and ∆𝑊𝑠 is negative. This means the OL line is higher than the
IL line, but shorter than the IL line. Therefore, the thresholds of ∆𝑊𝑚 and ∆𝑊𝑙 are needed to
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determine if the shorter but higher line is high enough to ignore the length. In this research, the
threshold of ∆𝑊𝑚 is 0.5 m. If the absolute ∆𝑊𝑚 is higher than 0.5 m, the split points are the
intersection points. If not, the longer one is the more important vertical feature. The threshold of
∆𝑊𝑙 is 0.5. If the OL line is more than half the length of the IL line, the split points are the
intersection points as well. If not, that means the OL line is too short and the split points will be
the perpendicular foot points (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6. The location of split lines for Condition 2.
For condition 4, ∆𝑊𝑚 is negative and ∆𝑊𝑠 is positive, which means the OL line is longer but lower
than the IL line. If the absolute ∆𝑊𝑚 is higher than the 0.5 meter, the split points are the
perpendicular foot points. When the OL line is less than twice the length of the IL line, the split
points are the perpendicular foot points as well. If not, that means the OL line is much longer than
IL Line and the split points will be the intersection points. The remaining potential vertical features
with enough length are the final significant vertical features (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7. The location of split lines for Condition 4.
4.3. Study sites description
The areas chosen for the following case study are four HUC 12 subwatersheds and one HUC 10
watershed spanning Louisiana from west to east, located in the Lower Calcasieu basin, Atchafalaya
basin, Lake Maurepas basin and East Central Louisiana Coastal basin (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8. The study areas across the coastal Louisiana.
The westernmost zone was the Johnsons Bayou-Frontal Gulf of Mexico (JBFGOM) subwatershed
in the Lower Calcasieu basin. The area is close to the Louisiana-Texas border and adjacent to the
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Gulf of Mexico and covers an area of 86 km2. Since the 21st century, this area was hit by Hurricane
Ivan (2004), Hurricane Rita (2005), Hurricane Cindy (2017), and Hurricane Harvey (2017)
(NOAA, 2021). The elevation of this area is about from -5 m to 5 m. The lower part of this area is
open water, while the upper part is mostly wetland with small areas of pasture and developed area.
The second site is Bayou Courtableau and Bayou Fordoche (BCBF) subwatershed in the
Atchafalaya basin, which is located within the Mississippi River delta in south-central Louisiana
and is the largest wetland in North America (Ford et al., 2010; Hupp et al., 2008; Piazza, 2014).
The highest parts of the BCBF, over 10 m to more than 15 m in elevation, are the raised roadbed
near the eastern, western, and northern boundaries. The area of the subwatershed is about 82 km 2.
Nearly 77% of this area is woody wetlands. Of the rest, about 9% is the pasture and crops in the
southeast and 6% are developed areas in the northeast.
The third site is the Lower Atchafalaya River (LAR) watershed in the Atchafalaya basin. The area
of this watershed is about 1356 km. More than 44% of the regions are open water. The rest of the
area is dominated by wetlands (e.g., palustrine forested wetland and palustrine emergent wetland),
accounting for 40% of the total area.
The fourth study site, part of the Lake Maurepas watershed in southeastern Louisiana, covers about
76 km2. In the USGS Watershed Boundary Dataset (WBD), it is named the Hope Canal- Pipeline
Canal (HCPC). This area is like the second area in that both have large areas of wetlands (~60%).
However, there are five high elevation barren blocks up to 14 m high. The elevation of the land
around them is only about 5 m. The largest barren block has an area of about 1.1 km by 0.7 km.
The boundary of these barren blocks and the levee on the south are both VF extraction targets.
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The fifth study site includes the Buras Drainage Canal (BDC) located in the East Central Louisiana
Coastal basin. This site is approximately 30 km long, northwest to southeast, with a small width
of only about 1 km. The total area of this area is about 24 km2. The above three sites are mostly
occupied by wetlands and open water. Different from them, the fourth site contains a large area of
developed regions (~52%). The site is chosen to test the performance of PyVF with element size
in highly developed areas.
4.4. Results and discussion
Target recognition and target delineation based on dh, r and watershed boundaries of each study
site (Table 4.1) have been carried out for potential vertical features extraction before defining the
vertical features with reasonable distribution. For the JBFGOM, BCBF and BDC sites, three
regular element sizes (i.e., 10 m, 50 m and 200 m) are used for vertical feature delineations. For
the HCPC site, the topographic length scale was introduced to the vertical feature delineation. In
the LAR site, there has been an existing mesh that can be employed to extract the vertical features
based on its mesh size.
The minimum 𝑑ℎ and minimum 𝑟 in the JBFGOM site for delineating potential vertical features
are 0.25 m and 2.5 m, respectively. The significant vertical feature for regular spacing (i.e., 10 m,
50 m and 200 m) are extracted (Figure 4.9). The elevation of this site is shown in Figure 4.9 (a).
Figure 4.9 (b) presents the vertical features using 10 m element size. Figure 4.9 (c) presents the
vertical features vertical features based on the 50 m element size and Figure 4.9 (d) presents the
vertical features with 200 m element size. The number of the vertical features based on 10 m, 50
m and 200 m reduces from near 3000 to 152. Since they are extracted from the same potential
vertical feature polylines, the 50 m vertical features and 200 m vertical features are the subsets of
the 10 m vertical features. Then the vertical features were incorporated into the unstructured mesh
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by moving the mesh nodes on the vertical features. Table 4.2 shows the number of the mesh nodes
for this site. In this area, there are more than 90 million DEM cells. However, the number of mesh
nodes for the regular sizes of 50 m and 200 m are only about 47K and 3K. Although the number
of nodes is decreased much, the important vertical features can be identified and included in the
mesh.

Table 4.1. The 𝑑ℎ value and 𝑟 value in the five study sites.
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Figure 4.9. The vertical features for JBFGOM Site. (a) The elevation of JBFGOM site; (b) The vertical veatures for JBFGOM site based
on 10 m element size; (c) The vertical veatures for JBFGOM Site based on 50 m element size; (d) The vertical features for JBFGOM
site based on 200 m element size.
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Table 4.2. The information of the extracted vertical features in five study sites.
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The minimum 𝑑ℎ and minimum 𝑟 for the BCBF site is 0.5 m and 2.5 m, respectively. The
extracted significant vertical feature for 10 m, 50 m, and 200 m are shown in Figure 4.10. Figure
4.10 (a) shows the elevation of the BCBF area. Figure 4.10 (b) presents the vertical features using
10 m element size. Figure 4.10 (c) presents the vertical features vertical features based on the 50
m element size and Figure 4.10 (d) presents the vertical features with 200 m element size. The
number of the vertical features based on 10 m, 50 m and 200 m reduces from 4310 to 191. Similarly,
the 50 m vertical features are a subset of the 10 m vertical features, whereas the 200 m vertical
features are a subset of the 50 m vertical features.
The elevation and the extracted significant vertical feature in BDC site for 10 m, 50 m, and 200 m
are shown in Figure 4.11. Figure 4.11 (b) presents the vertical features using 10 m element size.
Figure 4.11 (c) presents the vertical features vertical features based on the 50 m element size and
Figure 4.11 (d) presents the vertical features with 200 m element size. In Figure 4.11 (b), there are
two parallel vertical features in the yellow box, and one of the two vertical features in the yellow
box is deleted when the element size is increased to 50 meters. In addition, in the purple box in
Figure 4.11 (c), there are two vertical features with larger spacing, and one of them is also deleted
when the element size is increased to 200 m. This observation proves that the vertical feature
delineation method applies the element size not only to limit the length of vertical features, but
also to control the distribution of vertical features for unstructured mesh generation.
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Figure 4.10. The vertical features for BCBF Site. (a) The elevation of BCBF site; (b) The vertical features for BCBF site based on 10 m
element size; (c) The vertical features for BCBF site based on 50 m element size; (d) The vertical features for BCBF site based on 200
m element size.
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Figure 4.11. The vertical features for BDC Site. (a) The elevation of BDC site; (b) The vertical features for BDC site based on 10 m
element size; (c) The vertical features for BDC site based on 50 m element size; (d) The vertical features for BDC site based on 200 m
element size.
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In the HCPC area, the vertical features delineation is no longer with constant element sizes. In this
area, the varied element size defined by the topographic length scale is applied in extracting
vertical features. The element size of this area is shown in Figure 4.12. The scale of the element
size is from 10 m to 250 m. From the TLS size function, we can know the bottom area should have
a finer resolution, the area in the left with orange color should have a larger element size. The
minimum dh in this area is 0.25. The number of the vertical features extracted based on the size
function is about 1.5K.
The above meshes are new meshes generated with known element size and potential vertical
features. The part of the latest version of the 2017 Louisiana Coastal Master Plan ADCIRC model
mesh (LA_v17) (Roberts et al., 2017) in Lower Atchafalaya River watershed was modified by the
extracted vertical features. Figure 4.13 (a) shows the elevation of the LAR site. Figure 4.13 (b)
shows the mesh in lower Atchafalaya River watershed. Figure 4.13 (c) shows the element size in
this area. The vertical features were extracted based on the element size (Figure 4.13 (d) and (e)).
Figure 4.13 (f) presents the modified unstructured mesh with vertical features. After that, the
extracted vertical features are incorporated into the uniform element meshes, that is the mesh nodes
are assigned on the vertical features. The elevation of the vertical feature node can be directly
obtained from the cell where the node located. This is done to guarantee that the high elevations
are included in the mesh. The elevation of other normal floodplain nodes is obtained using the cellarea averaging (CAA) interpolation method (Bilskie et al., 2013). In the end, the unstructured
meshes with vertical feature can be applied to model shallow water hydrodynamics.
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Figure 4.12. The results for HCPC Site. (a) The elevation of HCPC site; (b) The element size of
HCPC site based on topographic length scale; (c) The unstructured mesh element in the HCPC site
based on topographic length scale; (d) The extracted vertical features overlaid on an arial imagery
(e) The extracted vertical features; (d) The improved unstructured mesh element through aligning
the edge of element on the vertical features.
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Figure 4.13. The results for LAR site. (a) The elevation of LAR site; (b) The element size of LAR
site based on topographic length scale; (c) The unstructured mesh element in the LAR site based
on topographic length scale; (d) The extracted vertical features overlaid on an arial imagery; (e)
The extracted vertical features; (d) The improved unstructured mesh element through aligning the
edge of element on the vertical features.
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4.5. Summary and conclusion
This research introduces an element size function into the vertical feature delineation methods.
The approach aims to extract automatically the long enough and reasonably distributed vertical
features among high enough potential vertical features delineated from a 1-m resolution topobathymetric digital elevation model. The developed methodology is applied with a focus on
improving the unstructured element mesh.
The methodology of introducing the element size in the PyVF is tested with five study sites in
Coastal Louisiana. The vertical features in three study sites (i.e., JBFGOM, BCBF, BDC) were
extracted based on based on 10 m, 50 m and 200 m regular spacing. The topographic length scale
size function was employed to define the element size, which is used for delineating the vertical
features in HCPC subwatershed. For the LAR watershed, a part of the Louisiana Coastal Master
Plan ADCIRC model mesh was modified by the vertical features. Meshes with and without vertical
features are generated. The elevation representation between meshes without vertical features and
meshes without vertical feature is compared. The results demonstrate that even with coarse
element size, meshes containing vertical features can still describe the important terrain features.
The combination of an established algorithm for vertical feature extraction with an element size
function provides an organic extension of the technology to coastal modelers, particularly those
involved with mesh development. Such approach replaces the time-consuming and error-prone
manual methods of feature digitization with an automation based on only two parameters. The
open-source nature of the utility combined with the guidance demonstrated in this chapter for use
with element size function lays the groundwork for technology transfer to the scientific community.
Finally, it cannot be overstated that the applications herein were applied fully automatically with
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a 1-m DEM containing billions of points just within a single study site. Future work seeks to
optimize the algorithm for faster processing and broader geographic range, for example, to cover
the entire expanse of the NGOM2 TBDEM (on the order of hundreds of billions of DEM cells).
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Chapter 5. Applications of Vertical Feature Delineation in Overland Flooding
Models
5.1. Introduction
In August 2016, a slow-moving upper-level low-pressure system with a high amount of
atmospheric moisture brought heavy rains to Southeast Louisiana from August 11 to August 13.
The torrential downpours led to widespread flash flooding and river flooding across multiple
parishes in Southeast Louisiana and Southwest Mississippi (NWS, 2016; Watson et al., 2017).
Precipitation totals as high as 26 inches were recorded during the two-day event. A Louisiana
Economic Development report documented that Louisiana suffered more than eight billion dollars
in damage from the catastrophic flooding (LED, 2016). According to the National Weather Service
(NWS) in New Orleans, the rainfall caused the Amite River, Comite River, Tangipahoa River and
Tickfaw River to rise to record-setting levels. Some of the most severe flooding occurred along
the Amite River, which runs between Baton Rouge and the nearby city of Denham Springs, and
has its headwaters in southwestern Mississippi and drains into Lake Maurepas (Mossa et al., 1997).
Low-lying coastal areas, such as the southern part of the Amite River Basin, have an elevated risk
(i.e., probability multiplied by consequence) of flooding from storm surges and prolonged
torrential precipitation. Sea level rise can substantially enhance the vulnerability of coastal
communities to flooding by increasing the storm surge heights and inundation time (Bilskie et al.,
2016). Both increased surge heights and precipitation could have catastrophic impacts on coastal
communities and destroy critical infrastructure, disruption of economic activities and other
harmful effects. For evaluating coastal flood risks caused by the combination of flooding, due to
both surge and precipitation, and the existence of infrastructure in the floodplain, it is necessary to
use an overland flooding model to simulate rainfall-runoff across coastal watersheds.
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Since the development of computer technology, distributed hydrological models have become a
research focus because they provide an insight into the physical mechanisms behind floods
(Nguyen et al., 2016; Singh, 1997). The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT), which is a
physical semi-distributed model, is widely used for simulating hydrological flow response in the
catchments of a river system, including low-gradient watersheds (Amatya et al., 2011; Arnold et
al., 2012; Mapes et al., 2020). When the modelers cannot pre-define the reaches or the subbasins
manually, automatic watershed delineation based on DEM becomes a critical priority. Although
SWAT can automatically delineate watersheds and produce flow paths for flat slope area (i.e.,
low-gradient area), it is a challenging task for the SWAT model to extract reaches and delineate
catchment boundaries using standard procedures (e.g., ArcSWAT) (Amatya et al., 2008). When
the topographic information contained in the DEM cannot reflect the location and hydrological
connection of the river reach through conventional methods, the derived reaches based on a DEM
are not consistent with the actual river thalweg and therefore cannot provide accurate watersheds.
The vertical feature delineation algorithm can extract accurate valley lines (e.g., reaches),
enhancing watershed boundary delineation.
However, in distributed hydrologic models, the route of water is determined by a “conceptual”
channel system. The “true” physical characteristics of channels are not considered (Nguyen et al.,
2016). Hence, several studies have employed coupled hydrologic and hydraulic models to simulate
streamflow. Hydraulic models (e.g., HEC-RAS, LISFLOOD-FP) simulate flood flow according to
the topography of the channel and floodplain. For example, Loi et al. (2019) coupled SWAT and
HEC-RAS to link rainfall-runoff and real-time flood forecasting for the Vu Gia-Thu Bon river
basin. The streamflow data of the reach extracted by the SWAT model will be the input data for
the HEC-RAS model to simulate the water level and flood depth. Jha (2020) used a combination
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of the SWAT and the HEC-RAS models to predict flood inundation in the Blue River urban
watershed in Missouri, USA. SWAT is used to forecast time-series hydrograph data at a particular
site. Then, the flood extent is predicted using the HEC-RAS model.
For improving the performance of hydraulic models, Marks and Bates (2000) advocated that
hydraulic models should incorporate high-resolution DEMs. Aggett and Wilson (2009) developed
a digital terrain model (DTM) consisting of bare-earth LiDAR cloud points, breaklines of channel
banks and significant hydraulic structures (e.g., levees). They applied the DEM into the HEC-RAS
model to predict the inundation depth. They are confident in their assessment results based on the
high quality of the terrain. In terms of mesh generation, Ongdas et al. (2020) said that it is highly
recommended to include breaklines when generating HEC-RAS meshes. That is that breaklines
play a crucial role during flood propagation and can also reduce the simulation time. Patel et al.
(2017) also thought that hydraulic structures (e.g., levees) can significantly affect flood inundation
regions. To increase the practicality of flood simulations, vertical features should be considered
during model development. Levees are not the only vertical features that require attention. The
simulation results may also be affected by other vertical features easily ignored, such as natural
barriers. The vertical features delineation method makes it possible to obtain the significant
vertical feature to improve the mesh quality.
A flood transition zone in the coastal land margin is susceptible to flooding from the combined
effects of rainfall and tide levels (Bilskie et al., 2018). To assess the flood hazard across low
gradient coastal landscapes, recently, the integration of hydrologic, hydraulic and hydrodynamic
models has been attempted to simulate compound flood conditions, such as peak water level and
inundation extent (Santiago-Collazo et al., 2019). The linking of models will provide further
insight into the conceptualization of flood risk across river deltas and other low-gradient coastal
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regions vulnerable to riverine and coastal flooding. The results can assist future floodplain policy
by stakeholders across the local, state and national levels to attain a more resilient coastal land
margin. The vertical feature extraction method will provide the basis for accurate catchment
delineation and topographic representation of these flooding models.
This chapter aims to present the applications of vertical feature delineation methods in two
overland flooding model meshes. The extraction of the reaches by the vertical feature delineation
method in the lower part of Amite River basin is first described. Then the extracted reaches are
compared with the NHD flowline. The extracted reaches are combined into the stream network to
delineation sub-basin of the Amite River basin. Additionally, the applications of vertical features
in the HEC-RAS model are discussed. A comparison of the vertical features with the HEC-RAS
grid is also presented.
5.2. Case study application in the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT)
5.2.1. Model description
The SWAT model is a distributed physically-based, continuous time simulation model that can
operate on a daily, monthly, yearly time series and simulate surface and subsurface flows, sediment,
pesticide and nutrient movement through the hydrologic cycle of the watershed system. The major
components of the SWAT model include weather, hydrology, erosion, soil temperature, plant
growth, nutrients, pesticides, land management, channel and reservoir routing (Arnold et al., 1998).
In SWAT, the watershed is divided into multiple sub-basins, which are connected by the stream
network, based on the input DEM. The sub-basins are further subdivided into hydrological
response units (HRUs) based on the overlaid map of soil type, land use land cover (LULC) and
slope. SWAT simulates the hydrologic system based on the following water balance equation for
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the hydrologic cycle following HRU discretization and input of climatic factors (Neitsch et al.,
2011).
SWt = SW0 + ∑ti=1(R day -Q surf -Ea -wseep -Q gw )
where SWt is the final soil water content, SW0 is the initial soil water content on day i, t is the time
(days), R day is the amount of precipitation on day i, Q surf is the amount of surface runoff on day
i, Ea is the amount of evapotranspiration on day i,wseep is the amount of water entering the vadose
zone from the soil profile on day i, and Q gw is the amount of return flow on day i (the unit of all
variables are in mm H2O).
5.2.2. Study area and data source
The study area is Amite River Basin which is located within the East Gulf Coastal Plain, a
geographic region that is normally flat and has an overall low elevation (Hood et al., 2007). The
Amite River starts in southwestern Mississippi and flows for approximately 188 km before
draining into Lake Maurepas in southeastern Louisiana. The total drainage area of the Amite River
basin is about 90 km2.
The DEM data in this area was obtained from the Nation Elevation Dataset (NED) assembled by
the USGS (Figure 5.1). The resolution of the DEM is 10m. The elevation of the whole Amite river
basin is from about -12 meters to 153 meters above NAVD88. Autin (1989) identified three
geomorphic zones in the Amite River basin: the Upper Amite River, which is upstream of the
confluence of Sandy Creek, the Middle Amite River from the mouth of Sandy Creek south to the
Amite River’s confluence with the Comite River, and the Lower Amite River, which flows
downstream from the confluence with the Comite River. The elevations near the basin mouth
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closed to Lake Maurepas in the Lower Amite River region are lower than 2m, and most is around
0.5 m.

Figure 5.1. The Amite River Basin in the southwestern Mississippi and southeast Louisiana with
a 3-m resolution DEM.
5.2.3. Sub-basin delineation
A DEM helps in understanding the flow behavior and flow pattern. It also plays an important role
in fast and slow runoff processes. Here, a DEM was used as SWAT input for creating watershed
delineations and topographic parameterization. ArcSWAT Version 2012.10_9.19 (Winchell et al.,
2013), an ArcGIS-ArcView extension and graphical user input interface for SWAT, built for
ArcMap 10.3.1, was used in this study. First, the ArcSWAT interface was employed to delineate
the watershed into sub-basins. The automated watershed delineation procedures of ArcSWAT
apply the Deterministic 8-neighbor (D8) algorithm to determine flow direction (O'Callaghan et al.,
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1984). However, one of the documented weaknesses of D8-algorithm is the low precision in flat
areas (Jones, 2002; Paz et al., 2008). This study does not involve optimizing the D8 algorithm, but
focuses on extracting the flow paths that failed with the D8 algorithm.
First, the DEM of the Amite River basin was loaded into the ArcSWAT for watershed delineation.
ArcSWAT will perform a pre-processing operation on the DEM by filling the sink, calculating the
flow direction and flow accumulation, and finally connecting the stream network. The stream
network determined by ArcSWAT is shown in Figure 5.2 (a). Then I discovered that when the
river went through Livingston and shifted to an east-west flow direction, a part of the river could
not be extracted. The slope of this area is flatter than other areas (Figure 5.2 (b)). This again
demonstrates the weakness of the D8 algorithm applied to flat areas. As we all know, the outlet of
the Amite River basin is at Lake Maurepas. Therefore, if the missing river is not incorporated into
the stream network, the entire watershed will have only one subbasin (Figure 5.2 (c)).
To avoid this situation, the automatic watershed delineation of ArcSWAT has a “burn in” function
that can force stream data collected from other sources into the DEM. Thus, the NHD flowlines
are downloaded, imported and overlaid onto the DEM to specify the location of the stream network.
The principle is that the elevation of the cells overlapped by the flowlines is reduced slightly to
raise the slopes with adjacent cells. (Saunders et al., 1996). The delineated stream network through
the “burn in” method is shown in Figure 5.3. The absent river cannot be evacuated. This results
proves that in areas with very gentle slopes, a slight reduction in the elevation of the river location
is not sufficient. This may require manual intervention to add the missing rivers to the stream
network and then delineate the subbasins.
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Figure 5.2. The ArcSWAT extracted reaches and slope in the Amite River Basin. (a) The reaches delineated by the ARCSWAT
automatic watershed delineator; (b) The slope in the location of missing reaches is small; (c) There is only one subbasin delineated if
reaches shown in (a) are applied.
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Figure 5.3. The extracted reaches using the “burn in” functions in arcswat.
NHD flowlines were built by digitizing surface water information from aerial photographs and
paper maps (Kelmelis et al., 2003). For the model setup, it is essential to extract the reaches from
the source DEM to ensure consistency. Therefore, the vertical feature delineation method
described in Chapter 3 is employed to exact channels from the inversed DEM. Figure 5.4 (a) shows
the channels extracted by PyVF. The comparison of PyVF-reaches and NHD flowlines is shown
in Figure 5.4 (b) and (c). Certain locations that are not channels include NHD flow lines, whereas
others that are clear channels from the DEM do not have NHD flow lines. As a result, rivers
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extracted using PyVF are better suited for inclusion in DEM-based models. The 28 subbasins
defined after the addition of the PyVF-reaches are shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.4. The PyVF-reaches and the comparison with NHD flowlines. (a) The reaches are
extracted by PyVF; (b) The comparison of PyVF-reaches with NHD flowlines; (c) The comparison
of PyVF-reaches with NHD flowlines in the enlarged extent from the green box in Figure 4 (b).
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Figure 5.5. The sub-basins defined after incorporating the PyVF-reaches into stream network.
5.3. Case study application in HEC-RAS 2D model
5.3.1. HEC-RAS 2D model description
The Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) 2D, developed by the
US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), is a free software widely used for unsteady flow analysis.
HEC-RAS solves either the Shallow Water equations or the Diffusion Wave equations (Brunner,
2021). The model is carried out by adding 2D flow area elements into the model. The 2D flow area
is discretized into polygons (i.e., mesh cells). The grid cells can be structured or unstructured, and
the cell face that connects two cells is perpendicular to the line linking their centers. This
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assumption can improve computational speed. As a result, the mesh can be a mixture of cell shapes
and sizes, but a cell can have up to eight faces. Each computational cell and cell face are dependent
on the underlying topography to develop the geometric and hydraulic property tables. For each
cell, there is an elevation-volume relationship calculated. According to this relationship, the area
of the cell inundated at a given water surface elevation is known. This enables the modeler to work
with a larger size cell face while retaining enough underlying terrain details.
5.3.2. Vertical features in HEC-RAS model
The HEC-RAS program provides options that enable the usage of breaklines in models. The
vertical features can be regarded as a type of “breaklines” utilized in the model to assist in defining
roadbed, levees, and any other features that are important to specify. The functions can create cells
aligned with the vertical features, ensuring that flow cannot pass through them until the water
surface is higher than the terrain and vertical features. Additionally, the vertical feature can define
the internal connection structure at the same time. Furthermore, the cell faces aligned along the
top of high ground features (i.e., vertical features) can simplify hydraulic computations and
improve running time even more by increasing the size of cells and thus reducing the number of
cells (Brunner, 2021; Hong Quang et al., 2019).
In the following, vertical features located in the Lake Maurepas watershed are compared with a
HEC-RAS mesh. The vertical features are extracted from a 3-m resolution LiDAR derived topobathymetric DEM provided by USGS. Their extraction process is described in Chapter 3. The
HEC-RAS mesh is developed by USACE.The vertical feature and HEC-RAS cells are shown in
Figure 5.6 (a). This HEC-RAS mesh was built with breaklines already included. When covering
the vertical feature extracted by PyVF on this mesh, most vertical features are found along with
the cell faces in the HEC-RAS model. There are cell faces across the A point and C point in the
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zoom extent (Figure 5.6 (b)). However, according to the cross-section profile (Figure 5.6 (c)), the
elevation of point B is higher than point A and point D is higher than point C. The road through
the point B and point C is the local high ground. This example highlights the importance of vertical
features in guiding the refinement of the HEC-RAS model mesh.

Figure 5.6. The comparison between USACE-HECRAS mesh and vertical features. (a) Extracted
vertical features (red line) overlaid on the HEC-RAS mesh (black polygon) developed by USACE
(b); The vertical features and HEC-RAS in the white dash box region in Figure 6 (a); (c) The
profile of the line cross point A and point B; (d) The profile of the line cross point C and point D.
5.4. Conclusions
This chapter discusses the applications of vertical features in overland flooding models. The
applications of vertical features in overland flooding models are introduced in this chapter. To
begin, the SWAT model is used as an example to show the role of PyVF in the distributed
hydrologic model, especially in a low-gradient area where the “burn in” approach does not function.
In the SWAT model, the targets of the PyVF are no longer ridgelines, rather valley lines (e.g.,
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rivers and channels). The extracted reaches are compared with NHD flowlines and it was
concluded that the PyVF-reaches are more consistent with DEM. Accurate flow networks and subbasins are the basis of SWAT model simulations. The extracted reaches extracted from 10-m
resolution DEM are then incorporated into the stream network and utilized to delineate the subbasins of the whole Amite River watershed.
Additionally, this chapter addresses the vertical feature applications in the HEC-RAS 2D model,
which serves as a representative of the hydraulic model. Benefiting from the functions in the HECRAS program, the vertical feature extracted by PyVF can be employed to guide the placement of
the cell faces. The vertical features used as cell faces of HEC-RAS models can ensure the local
high ground is not be overlooked. In addition, cell faces aligned along the vertical feature can
reduce the computation cost by increasing cell size. In conclusion, vertical feature delineation
approaches can be employed to improve the performance of overland flooding models.
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Chapter 6. Quantification of Flood Inundation Depth and Duration Using a
Python-based ArcGIS Toolbox
6.1. Introduction
Floods are the most common natural hazard and can cause damage to human health, destruct
infrastructure and property, and harm the environment (Hallegatte et al., 2013; Merz et al., 2010;
Messner et al., 2006). There are two main classifications of flood types – riverine (combined herein
as a combination of fluvial and pluvial flooding) and coastal storm surge. Riverine flooding occurs
when extreme rainfall-runoff exceeds channel capacity, soil infiltration capacity, and surface
retention (Hubbart et al., 2009). Storm surge is an atypical rise in the sea level induced by an
atmospheric pressure gradient and strong winds pushing on the ocean’s surface that can cause
overland inundation (Resio et al., 2008). Recent studies show that the number of floods caused by
a combination of both riverine flooding and coastal surges occurring simultaneously or in close
succession in coastal regions has increased over the past century (Bevacqua et al., 2019; Wahl et
al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2013). The compound flooding probability can increase,
and the impacts more devastating, with the expected future climate change including increases in
precipitation intensity and more intense storm surge (Bevacqua et al., 2019; Ikeuchi et al., 2017;
IPCC, 2013; Moftakhari et al., 2017).
Various numerical models for river flow analysis (e.g., HEC-RAS, MIKE 11 and LISFLOOD-FP)
and coastal flooding simulation (e.g., ADCIRC, MIKE 21 and Delft3D) have been developed to
simulate the mechanisms of overland flooding (Bates et al., 2000; Brunner, 2002; Danish
Hydraulic Institute, 1997; Luettich, 1992; Roelvink et al., 1995; Warren et al., 1992) and ultimately
forecast the spatial distribution as a powerful decision support tool (DeLorme et al., 2020). The
integration of hydrologic and hydrodynamic models has also been used to simulate compound
flood conditions, including peak water level and inundation extent (Bilskie et al., 2018; Santiago82

Collazo et al., 2019; Silva-Araya et al., 2018). These models generate multiple output files that
contain massive amounts of information to describe the simulation results, especially when using
a high-resolution mesh for multi-day simulation (Dietrich et al., 2013).
Common quantities from the inundation model outputs are the magnitudes of flooding, its spatial
distribution, and the locations and the time of their maximum values. These output files must be
assessed, analyzed, and visualized to provide meaningful results for interpretation by researchers,
modelers, professionals, and stakeholders. At present, the vast majority of model output
verification and validation, particularly in the coastal flood plain regions, is in direct comparison
to historical gage recordings and high-water marks. That is, point-based metrics are the standard
methods in flood model assessment (Bilskie et al., 2015; Fossell et al., 2017; Resio et al., 2017).
While progress has been made towards model assessment and validation with time and spatially
dependent remote sensing data (Bilskie et al., 2015; Chaouch et al., 2012; S. Medeiros et al., 2013),
the tools of assessment are limited, and the process lacks standardization. It is essential to visualize,
integrate and analyze numerical model results across the spatial and temporal domain in a robust
yet efficient manner; however, such processing can be computationally intensive and is not
necessarily straightforward.
Some commercial software supports river/coastal model simulations, but they provide limited
functionality in analyzing model results. Most of them aid in preparing model input data and
provide the capability to view spatial data, which has long been a criterion for evaluating model
tools in terms of ease of use (Banks et al., 2014). Not much consideration, however, is provided
for subsequent analysis of the model simulation results. For example, MIKE Flood, developed by
Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI), is a product that couples MIKE11 and MIKE21 models that can
simulate floods in rivers, floodplains, and coastal areas (Patro et al., 2009). It is mainly used to
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prepare the required input files for the model simulation. Topography and river locations, the two
main model components, can be displayed using this interface, for example. SMS (Surface-water
Modeling System) is widely used for pre- and post-processing of riverine and coastal model files
and visualization of model inputs and results (AQUAVEO, 2020). However, the software does not
include data development, management, and spatial analysis, which can provide an effective
means of flood impact assessment, a highly important topic in the field of flood research
(Dimitriadis et al., 2016).
GIS is a tool to organize and integrate data, create maps, and perform scientific analysis to increase
understanding, improve communication, and help make critical decisions (Apel, 2006; Wright,
2011). Regardless of the numerical models' data file formats, they can be transformed and used
with GIS to take advantage of its powerful tools and capabilities (Berry et al., 2014). On the other
hand, when numerical models are applied in large domains, for example, the simulation by
ADCIRC can cover a domain including the entire Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and western
North Atlantic Ocean (Luettich, 1992), the numerical flood models have large data requirements
and output file sizes. GIS can map out large databases quickly and integrate vast quantities of
information from a wide range of resources, which cannot be done manually. Therefore, the
integration of numerical flood models and GIS is quite natural with vast operational advantages
(Silva et al., 2013; Singh et al., 1996).
Various tools for research related to floods have already been developed with the use of GIS
environments. Based on GIS functions, these tools are mainly built for data processing, database
generation, assessment, and visualization (Borga et al., 2017; Dile et al., 2016; Kulkarni et al.,
2014; Miller et al., 2007; Peek et al., 2013). HEC-GeoRAS developed by Esri and the Hydrologic
Engineering Center, is an extension for use with ArcGIS to assist HEC-RAS users in using
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geospatial data for input into HEC-RAS (Ackerman, 2009; Ackerman et al., 2010). Arc Hydro is
a free extension for Esri users geared towards supporting water-resources applications, such as
making data ready for use in hydrologic simulation (e.g., HEC-RAS), visualization, and analysis
of hydrological data (Djokic et al., 2011; Maidment et al., 2002). CERA (Coastal Emergency Risks
Assessment, https://cera.coastalrisk.live/), a visualization tool using OGC (Open GIS Consortium)
standards, displays results of ADCIRC and SWAN (i.e., inundation depth and water height above
MSL) on an interactive website mapper developed by the Northern Gulf Coastal Hazards
Collaboratory (NG-CHC) to provide a quick understanding of the potential storm surge impacts
(Dietrich et al., 2013; Stephens et al., 2020; Twilley et al., 2014). GISVIEW is a post-processing
program of Delft3D and is a part of the visualization tools. The program makes it possible to show
results from Delft3D programs in the GIS environment of ArcMap (Deltares, 2016). Ferreira et al.
(2014) developed a database integrating GIS and ADCRIC+SWAN to contain feature classes,
tables, rasters, and grids. The tool includes a number of pre- and post-processing tools that help
integrate spatial data and numerical modeling. Silva et al. (2013) integrated hydrodynamic and
morphological numerical models (SWAN and XBeach) with GIS to streamline the process related
to beach morphodynamical modeling. These tools demonstrate that GIS plays an essential role in
river and coastal modeling. Therefore, in this research, GIS is utilized as a main component of
QFAT for data processing and spatial analysis.
QFAT focuses on assessing results from an unstructured mesh model. The unstructured triangular
mesh is made up of elements, which are linked by mesh nodes. The output quantities of the flood
inundation model are at each node. Unstructured mesh models have variable element sizes. For
example, the element size of the inundation model mesh used in this research is from
approximately 20 m to 4000 m. Spatial point interpolation methods are suitable for estimating
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inundation quantities of flooding within the area covered by non-uniform distributed discrete mesh
nodes for effective decision-making. Many algorithms for point interpolation (e.g., nearestneighbor, inverse distance weighting (IDW), kriging, spline) were developed and applied in
transforming irregular points to raster grids representation. These interpolation techniques are
commonly used for the climatic data (e.g., rainfall, temperature)(Chen et al., 2012; Kurtzman et
al., 1999; Ruelland et al., 2008), generating digital elevation models (DEMs) from terrain point
data (Blomgren, 1999; Guo et al., 2010; Lloyd et al., 2010), and interpolating a DEM to an
unstructured mesh (Bilskie et al., 2013). No single technique is optimal in all applications. The
desired interpolation method of this research should be triangle-based. The output inundation
quantities of the three nodes of each mesh element as dependent variables are interpolated into
each element. Other mesh nodes beyond the element are not be considered. According to these
requirements, barycentric polygonal interpolation has some contributions in geometry modeling
and finite element methods (Malsch et al., 2004; Sukumar et al., 2004; Tabarraei et al., 2008) and
is applied by QFAT to estimate inundation quantities.
The hydrologic parameters estimated by QFAT include water surface elevation (WSE), inundation
depth, and inundation time. WSE and inundation depth are commonly applied in flood risk
assessment, flood model performance evaluation, and inundation map development (Bales et al.,
2009; Bilskie et al., 2015; Pinos et al., 2019; Stephens et al., 2012). The Height Above Nearest
Drainage (HAND) method has been applied in analyzing flood inundation analysis from DEM in
some GIS-based tools (e.g., Arc Hydro in ArcGIS Pro, TauDEM) (Djokic, 2020; Tarboton, 2005).
The HAND raster is obtained by computing the elevation difference between each land surface
cell and the stream bed cell to the drainage network from the DEM of the terrain. The water level
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is calculated from runoff based on the rating curve. The inundation depth is the difference between
the water level raster with the Hand raster. The HAND approach benefits river flooding assessment.
In contrast, the ADCIRC model is a numerical model for solving the shallow water equations. The
water surface elevation is simulated based on a vertical-integrated continuity equation (Luettich et
al., 2004). Inundation time (a proxy for the hydroperiod) has a tremendous impact on the ecological
system, agricultural activities and fresh groundwater supplies. Many ecological studies have
identified how hydroperiod plays a vital role in the types and growth of tidal marsh on the coastal
wetland (Kefelegn, 2018; Morris et al., 2002). Some riverine wetlands have been recognized as
agricultural land because they have fertile soils that benefit from the regular sediment deposition
during flood events (Verhoeven et al., 2010). However, for the agricultural areas in the coastal
wetland, a long-duration saltwater inundation may cause damage to the plants, specifically
freshwater species (Blom et al., 1996; Colmer et al., 2009). Beyond that, prolonged surge flooding
could also cause seawater to encroach into shallow freshwater systems, affecting human health
and agriculture (Violette et al., 2009). Since valuable natural resources in coastal regions are
stressed by surge inundation, it is crucial to develop a tool to help decision-makers visualize the
inundation quantities, analyze the problems related to the coastal inundation, and assess their
impact on the hydrological, ecological and agricultural fields.
Some commercial software and GIS-based tools have been developed to assess flood model results;
however, they cannot manipulate the model-specific inputs and outputs in a GIS-based platform.
For example, SMS can convert the ADCIRC model mesh elements into a polygon shapefile and
mesh nodes to point shape. However, it cannot interpolate point-based properties of the mesh into
raster images. In addition, ESRI ArcMap cannot natively read flood model inputs and outputs.
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GIS-based tools, such as HEC-RAS GISVIEW, only serve specific models rather than
unstructured mesh models.
The present work's objective is the development of a numerical flood model assessment tool within
a GIS environment. However, converting flood inundation model inputs and outputs into a GIS
platform can be challenging due to various data formats. Therefore, a user-friendly interface should
be developed for ease of use (Silva et al., 2013) and rapid quantification of results. We developed
a geoprocessing tool within ArcGIS using the Python and Fortran programming languages to
display model outputs (e.g., WSE, inundation depth and inundation time) and analyze overland
inundation quantities (e.g., mean WSE, mean inundation depth, mean inundation time, total
inundation volume and inundation area) within a given set of polygons to satisfy researchers’
purposes.
6.2. Materials and methods
6.2.1. ADCIRC hydrodynamic code
The ADCIRC code solves time-dependent, free surface circulation and transport problems in two
and three dimensions using an unstructured finite element mesh (ADCIRC, 2017). ADCIRC has
gained international acceptance as a hurricane storm surge forecasting modeling tool and has been
extensively used to predict storm surge-generated coastal inundation (Bhaskaran et al., 2014;
Bilskie et al., 2016; Bilskie et al., 2014; Bunya et al., 2010; Dietrich et al., 2011; Gayathri et al.,
2016; Luettich, 1992). Other applications of ADCIRC include understanding complex tides and
wind-driven circulation as well as larval transport, nearshore marine operations, dredging and
material disposal issues across the world (Bacopoulos et al., 2017; Bacopoulos et al., 2012; Bilskie
et al., 2019; Churchill et al., 1999; Luettich et al., 1999; Luettich, 1992; Reyns et al., 2006). More
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recently, ADCIRC has become an essential component for compound flood inundation models
(Santiago-Collazo et al., 2019; Silva-Araya et al., 2018; Torres et al., 2015).
6.2.2. Design
QFAT was written in Python (Python, 2017), a modern and increasingly popular high-level
programming language that has become a fundamental tool for GIS professionals to extend the
functionality of ArcGIS and automate workflows (Zandbergen, 2013). Two versions of QFAT
were developed for integrating coastal inundation modeling inputs and outputs within the ArcGIS
environment, a 32-bit and 64-bit version. The 32-bit version works as an ArcToolbox within Esri’s
ArcMap software. The 64-bit version is used when more than 4 GB of local memory (RAM) is
required and is deployed as an executable program that relies on Esri’s ArcGIS functions.
The design of QFAT is divided into four main tasks: 1) Read ADCIRC model inputs and outputs;
2) convert from ADCIRC file formats to raster formats; 3) create attribute table based on flood
quantities; and 4) build a graphical user interface (GUI) to support QFAT running without ArcMap.
The flowchart of QFAT is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
QFAT processes three types of input data. The formats of input data include the fort.14 (i.e.,
ADCIRC mesh & boundaries), fort.63 (i.e., water surface elevation and inundation time at all mesh
nodes) and a user-customized Esri polygon shapefile (.shp). The first two fort.* files define the
model domain and the polygon shape file (e.g., Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC)) contains the subdomains of the interest for analysis. The geospatial information (latitude, longitude, and land
elevation) of element mesh nodes used in QFAT is read from ADCIRC input (the fort.14 file),
while inundation details (WSE and inundation time) are read from ADCIRC output (the fort.63
file). Next, the program interpolates the element mesh to raster images. In this procedure, cell size
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is required by QFAT to define the resolution of the output raster images. The coordinates (i.e.,
xmin, xmax, ymin and ymax) are also needed to specify a bounding box as the subdomain of
interest. Finally, the program automatically reads the user-prescribed polygon shapefile, analyzes
the flood quantities, and outputs the new shapefile with the flood attributes, including average
WSE, average inundation depth, inundated area, inundated volume, percent of inundated and mean
inundation time.

Figure 6.1. Flow chart of QFAT.
6.2.3. Unstructured mesh to raster conversion
QFAT contains tools that run within ArcGIS and two additional developed programs written by
Fortran, Mesh2Raster and Mesh2Time. For large study areas and high-resolution meshes, the
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speed of solving the conversion computation is inefficient when using a high-level interactive
programming language such as python. Python is unsuited for heavy numerical computation, even
though it can simplify the development of computer models. The use of Fortran can enhance
performance (e.g., increased computational speed) when running such computations (Peterson,
2009), but it is unable to connect with ArcGIS directly to analyze geographic information and
process spatial features. One solution to the above problem is to create an interface between Fortran
and the Python environment (Ousterhout, 1998).
For speeding up the execution time of QFAT, the Mesh2Raster method was written in Fortran.
F2PY (a Fortran to Python interface generator) was applied to convert Python objects to objects
that can be used as Fortran procedure argument, make the call to the Fortran procedure, and finally
create Python modules from the changed Fortran sources (Peterson, 2009). The new python
modules produced from Mesh2Raster.F90 and Mesh2Time.F90 by F2PY are Mesh2Raster.pyd
and Mesh2Time.pyd.
The process starts by converting ADCIRC files, which cannot be opened in ArcGIS directly, to
raster images. The ADCIRC files are interpolated into a structured grid (raster) through the
Mesh2Raster and Mesh2Time method. The Mesh2Raster and Mesh2Time routines aim to
interpolate all mesh node values to raster cells (e.g., WSE and inundation depth calculation).
However, since some areas have been inundated for a long time even when there was no flood
(e.g., coastal marsh), it is not accurate to analyze the inundation time computed by all mesh nodes.
In other words, the inundation time calculation should exclude mesh nodes that are virtually always
submerged in low terrain and dry due to high terrain. QFAT controls this treatment of subdomains
known to be continually submerged and dry by the values in fort.14 and fort.63 files. For example,
an always dry subdomain satisfies the following conditions, WSE is -99999, the bathymetric depth
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is negative, and the inundation time is 0. On the contrary, a submerged area should have a valid
WSE value, a positive bathymetric depth and a long inundation time.
The procedure of the barycentric coordinates interpolation method is as follows. ADCIRC mesh
elements and mesh nodes that are located inside the desired study domain are determined. Next,
the number of rows and columns of the output raster and each cell’s center's location are computed
according to the desired bounding box and raster cell size. As an example (Figure. 6.2 (a)), the
selected mesh was divided into ten rows and twelve columns. Consider a single element 𝑖 (Figure
6.2 (b)). First, search the grid cells and determine if the cell’s center is in the element 𝑖. If the cell’s
center is located in the element 𝑖, the centroid's value representing that of the cell size is calculated
by the following equations.
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(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

where 𝑖 is the number of elements, 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 are coordinates of the nodes of element 𝑖 and 𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 are
coordinates of the 𝑝𝑡ℎ cell, 𝐴𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚 is the area of element 𝑖 , 𝜑 is the weight factor of interpolation,
𝑧𝑖 is the value of each node of element 𝑖 and 𝑍𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 is the value of each cell.

Figure 6.2. Explanation of Mesh2Raster and Mesh2Time Program. a) Overview of the selected
mesh, b) Element 𝑖.
6.2.4. Flood quantities analysis
Based on the raster image converted from the ADCIRC data, QFAT utilizes ArcGIS to quantify
attributes of a flood for a given area. QFAT uses some of ArcGIS capabilities, such as defining
the map projection, summarizing the attribute values of a raster within the zones of another dataset,
joining the contents of a table to another table based on a common attribute field, and shapefile
manipulation. Although ArcGIS provides spatial analysis operations, the methods are often only
partially implemented and can be cumbersome when processing numerous tasks. Python enables
users to perform geoprocessing tasks on batches of Esri format data files, fields, and workspaces
(Tateosian, 2015). All the geoprocessing functions of ArcGIS, such as data analysis, data
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conversion, data management, and map automation, can be accessed through Python using the
ArcPy site package, a Python site package integrating well with ArcGIS and Python. The
additional bonus of using ArcPy is that Python can fulfill research needs and provide a way to
allow researchers to reduce the amount of time spent developing common solutions and repeating
manual operations.
First, QFAT defines the coordinate system of output raster images obtained by the Mesh2Raster
and Mesh2Time programs and projects all files to a common coordinate system. This step is
performed because the coordinate system of the output raster images may not necessarily match
that of study area polygon shapefile. Next, QFAT calls the zonal statistics tool in ArcGIS to
calculate storm quantities. The statistics types include MEAN and SUM, which calculate the
average and total value of all cells in the value raster that belong to the same zone as the output
cell. In this way, based on WSE, inundation depth and inundation time raster images and a polygon
file, QFAT computes the mean water surface elevation, the mean inundation depth, total
inundation area, total inundated volume and the mean inundation time of each polygon. Further,
the percent of land inundated of each polygon is obtained by dividing the inundation area by the
total area.
6.2.5. QFAT interface
QFAT is supported by an ArcToolbox tool (32-bit version) and an executable program (64-bit
version) out of ArcMap. The executable QFAT GUI is built by the Tkinter module (“Tk interface”),
which is the standard GUI widget set for Python. Since a Windows executable file that opens and
runs the application without having to install a python interpreter separately is desired, the QFAT
is compiled as a Windows executable program using the py2exe package to be independent of any
platform (Heller et al., 2014; Hetland, 2008) (Figure 6.3).
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QFAT GUI (Figure. 6.3) considers the following parameters: 1) the path for the output folder; 2)
the land elevation mesh file; 3) water surface elevation mesh file; 4) the inundation time mesh file;
5) a study area polygon shapefile; 6) the resolution of output raster images; 7) the coordinates of
the bounding box; 8) the option for removing some inundation time data; and 9) the selection for
running inundation depth, inundation time or both.

Figure 6.3. Two version Interfaces of QFAT: a) 32-bit (ArcGIS Version); b) 64-bit (GUI
version).
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The QFAT program reads the land elevation mesh file and the ADCIRC output files (i.e., water
surface elevation, inundation time) to get values of all mesh nodes. It also uses the value of cell
size to define the resolution of the raster image. According to the minimum and maximum of x
and y coordinates, the program defines the bounding box. Because some areas are water and
always inundated, it is inaccurate to compute average inundation time using all available data.
Therefore, the user needs to determine the time range to calculate the average inundation time
according to the study area's geomorphological condition and/or for the research purpose. An
inundation time percentage range can be entered into the GUI to determine which element nodes
are used to interpolate the inundation time for the regions of interest. For example, enter 10 in the
lower box in "Time inundation range" and 90 in the upper box. Then all inundation time data are
arranged in ascending order, and the inundation time nodes whose value is between 10% and 90%
are used for interpolation. If the lower box is 0 and the upper box is 100, all element node
inundation time values are used for interpolating to the inundation time raster image. In addition,
if the analysis of inundation depth or inundation time is not needed, there is a selection box that
can be checked for individual requirements and the user need not fill the path of water surface
elevation or inundation time. All output files are saved in the output folder.
6.3. Case Study
6.3.1. Flood simulation in coastal Louisiana
Coastal Louisiana (Figure 6.4), the seventh-largest delta on earth is covered by bays, marshes,
lakes, rivers, inlet, and channels (Westerink et al., 2008, Couvillion et al., 2011). The geography
and infrastructure of coastal Louisiana exemplify a low elevation gradient coastal land margin
region with high vulnerability of flooding. In September 2005, the fourth-most intense Atlantic
hurricane to date, Hurricane Rita, made landfall with wind speeds of 193 km/h along
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Texas/Louisiana border, inundated low-lying communities and a large swatch of coastline, and
aggravated damage caused by Hurricane Katrina nearly one month earlier (Zhang et al., 2008).
Siverd et al. (2019; 2018) performed numerous hurricane storm surge simulations across coastal
Louisiana for Hurricanes Katrina (2005), Rita (2005), and Gustav (2008) to link historic land loss
to changes in coastal flood hazards. To illustrate the QFAT program's application, the simulation
for Hurricane Rita (Siverd et al., 2018) is used to as an example.

Figure 6.4. Study Area: Coastal Louisiana.
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6.3.2. Input data
6.3.2.1 ADCIRC files
The ADCIRC mesh file (fort.14) supports terrain elevation and spatial coordinates of coastal
Louisiana. The model mesh for this analysis is the Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration
Authority (CPRA) 2017 Coastal Master Plan storm surge model mesh (Siverd et al., 2018). The
maxele.63 and inundationtime.63 files are the output from the Hurricane Rita models and provide
the water surface elevation for inundation depth calculation and record the total time that an
initially dry area is inundated.

6.3.2.2. Spatial data
United States is divided into four types of hydrologic units based on surface hydrologic features.
Each hydrologic unit is identified by a unique hydrologic unit code (HUC). There are six levels of
Hydrologic Unit Code classification: 2-digit (region), 4-digit (subregion), 6-digit (accounting unit),
8-digit (cataloguing unit), 10-digit (watershed), and 12-digit (sub-watershed) (Seaber et al., 1987).
Hydrologic Unit Code 12 (HUC 12) is a more local sub-watershed level that captures tributary and
distributary systems (EPA, 2017). In this case, the sub-watersheds of coastal Louisiana provide
geographical ranges as a polygon file for which storm surge characteristics of the simplified
Hurricane Rita are quantified.

6.3.2.3. Other inputs
The tool also allows users to meet their requirements by setting cell size, coordinate system,
bounding box coordinates and the inundation time range. The value of cell size needs to consider
the computational cost, processing time, file size and use purposes (e.g., map products). Small cell
size (i.e., finer resolution) benefits the accuracy of the analysis but results in an increased
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computational and time cost, and file size. Tobler (1988) proposed an equation that can serve as a
reference for cell sizes needed for different scale paper maps. Thus, cell size depends on the
different objectives and requirements. In this example, the spatial resolution of output rasters (e.g.,
WSE, inundation depth, inundation time) is set to 10 meters, providing output rasters with adequate
resolution in acceptable processing time. The UTM coordinate of the output raster images and
quantified features are placed to UTM Zone 15. The output extent is the red box shown in Figure
6.4, which is useful when only a portion of a larger dataset needs to be processed. To avoid using
the inundation time of the areas which are water or always inundated to compute the inundation
time, the inundation time range was set as 10 to 90. That means the inundation time from 10% to
90% were used for calculation. That is, in this case, the inundation time between 14.6 to 57.8 hours
is the valid range.
6.3.3. Output/Result
The input ADCIRC files are interpolated into three 10-meters raster images placed to UTM Zone
15 through the Mesh2Raster method. The maximum water surface elevations (Figure 6.5 (a)),
inundation water depth (Figure 6.5 (b)) and inundation time (Figure 6.5 (c)) are presented for
Hurricane Rita. In this study area, the maximum WSE is approximately 4.7 m (NAVD88) on the
southwest Louisiana, east of the hurricane track. Maximum inundation depth occurred in a similar
location with the maximum WSE and is approximately 4.6 m. Unlike maximum WSE and
inundation depth, the longest inundation time occurred in the southeast of Lake Borgne. The
longest inundation time reached approximately 58 hours.
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Figure 6.5. The raster outputs of QFAT. a) Water Surface Elevation Rater Image, b) Inundation
Depth Rater Image, c) Inundation Time Rater Image.
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Through running the QFAT, a polygon shapefile (i.e., HUC 12 of Coastal Louisiana) within a
special extent (Figure 6.4) was created. Figure 6.6 shows the attribute table of Hurricane Rita storm
surge quantities in 373 HUC12 polygons. The attribute table has eight quantity fields including
mean WSE, mean inundation depth, inundated area, inundated volume and percent of inundated
and mean inundation time. These storm surge quantities for each HUC 12 are displayed in Figure
6.7 a) to f). Average WSE ranges from 0.2 to 4.3 m, with 11 of the total 367 HUC12s in the range
of 3.3–4.3 m (red), 57 HUC12s between 2.4 and 3.3 m (orange), 87 in the range of 1.8 to 2.4 m
(yellow), 119 between 1.2 and 1.8 m (green) and 93 between 0.2 and 1.12 m (dark green). For
inundation analysis, the ranges of mean average depth from 0.1 to 3.9 m, with 265 of the total 330
HUC12s values higher than 0.6 m (light green, yellow, orange, red). The maximum inundation
area reached 306.2 km2 in the western part of coastal Louisiana. Since the inundation area and
inundation volume of per HUC12 have a higher correlation with each HUC12’s area and
inundation depth, the percentage of inundation permits the assessment of the inundation situation
in each HUC12. In 63 of the total 330 HUC12s, the percentage of inundation exceeds 77.7%. For
average inundation time, there are 29 of the total 273 HUC12s submerged longer than 44.5 hours,
with most of them around the Lake Maurepas, Lake Pontchartrain and Lake Borgne.

Figure 6.6. Attribute Table of Flood Quantities.
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Figure 6.7. Visualization of Flood Quantities Per HUC 12 Presented as Grey Outlining. a) Mean WSE b) Mean Inundation Depth, c)
Mean Inundation Time, d) Inundated Area, e) Percent of Land Inundated, f) Total Surge Volume.
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6.3.4. Speed performance evaluation
There are 2,456,649 elements, 1,242,782 ADCIRC mesh nodes and 367 HUC12 polygons,
distributed across 114,500 square kilometers. The cell size is 10 meters and one raster image
constitutes 1.14 billion individual raster cells. Each output raster file is 4.23 GB. The computer
system environment parameters are shown in Table 1. The time of converting each mesh file to a
raster image is 5 minutes and 18 seconds and that of analyzing the storm surge quantities is 20
minutes and 10 seconds. The total running time is less than 40 minutes.

Table 6.1. Computer System Environment Parameters.
Number

Item

Parameter

1

Operating System

Window 7 Professional

2

Memory

16.0 GB

3

CPU

Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-1620 v3 @ 3.50GHz

4

ArcGIS version

10.3

6.4. Conclusions
This paper describes the development of QFAT, which provides an interface for numerical flood
models to integrate with ArcGIS for spatial analysis of flooding attributes. The tool can compute
inundation properties, visualize the WSE, inundation depth and inundation time from an ADCIRC
simulation in GIS platforms, and analyze flood quantities' attributes. To illustrate its utility through
a case study, QFAT was applied in the coastal Louisiana to generate raster images for a Hurricane
Rita ADCIRC model successfully. The storm surge quantities were computed for Rita per HUC12.
QFAT was helpful to analyze the ADCIRC outputs in the GIS platform easily. The tool works
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with a programming approach by combining Fortran and Python programming language that
allows for fast computation and easy integration with ArcGIS. The performance evaluation
indicated that QFAT has a satisfactory processing speed.
Compared to the previous tools for supporting flood model simulations, QFAT is more focused on
visualizing simulation results and assisting the assessment of flood simulation results rather than
preparing model inputs. Visualization of the flood model simulation results in a vital risk
communication function for making decisions (DeLorme et al., 2020; Seipel et al., 2017). Various
flood inundation models usually have their unique data format so that they need specific software
to visualize model files (e.g., SMS). For non‐model experts, QFAT provides easier access to
visualize model results by interpolating flood model mesh nodal values and converting simulation
files into raster images (i.e., a genetic type file) that can be loaded in any GIS platform. Ferreira et
al. (Ferreira et al., 2014) developed a tool named “Arc StormSurge” for unstructured mesh models.
In contrast to Arc StormSurge, QFAT integrates a Fortran based barycentric coordinates
interpolation method, which is more suitable for unstructured element mesh, and enables faster
raster image generation, while Arc StormSurge employed the point interpolation tools (e.g., IDW)
in ArcGIS after converting mesh nodes to point shapefiles. Using QFAT to generate a 10-meter
resolution raster image with an area of more than 0.1 million square kilometers takes
approximately 5 minutes. Moreover, QFAT can estimate inundation time considering wet/dry state
of element nodes, which is not available in Arc StormSurge. QFAT provides an alternative tool to
allow for flood model assessment across the spatial and temporal domain rather than point-based
metrics. Maps and tables produced by ArcGIS play a critical supportive role with decision-making
ahead of and during floods. QFAT adds to this support by providing linkage between highly
technical model results and ArcGIS.
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The benefit of QFAT is not only that the simulation results can be visualized in ArcGIS, but also
that the output raster images can be customized and further manipulated to meet various task
requirements. The study area and the levels of presented details determine that raster images should
be generated based on changeable parameters (i.e., cell size, coordinate system and bounding box).
For modelers or researchers, interpolated simulation results make validation no longer limited to
point-based approaches. Polygon shapefiles, such as the commonly used hydrologic unit code, are
utilized to quantify the flood inundation simulation results. QFAT provides a way to assess flood
inundation across the spatial and temporal domains.
In addition to the visualization and assessment of flood simulation results, the products of QFAT
have potential benefits for improving the wetting/drying algorithm by providing inundation grid
cells (S. C. Medeiros et al., 2013). QFAT can also serve as a bridge between ocean circulation
models, hydrological models and hydraulic models. By taking the output of QFAT as inputs to the
hydrological and hydraulic models, QFAT contributes to the development of compound flooding
models (Santiago-Collazo et al., 2019). The inundation time assessment is also essential with
respect to marsh ecosystems, agriculture, and fresh groundwater supplies. Land supersaturated
with seawater may be permanently lost to production. Freshwater vegetative species may not be
able to tolerate extended periods of saltwater inundation and salt marshes can also be strongly
stressed due to flooding and high salinity (Blom et al., 1996; Colmer et al., 2009). If submerged
for an extended period, fresh groundwater supplies may be contaminated by the surface saltwater
surges in some regions. Such a capability provided by QFAT is important now and will prove to
be essential to future sea level rise assessments (Siverd et al., 2019).
There are, however, some limitations in the QFAT assessment. First, since the tool employed some
ArcGIS functions, the users must have access to an ArcGIS license. Second, the tool can only
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assist users with the ADCIRC model at this point in time. Nonetheless, the framework is developed
in order to add additional data formats for additional model types. Future work on QFAT could be
utilized without an ArcGIS license and add more options for other flood models so that it can be
widely available to analyze the flood simulations.
In conclusion, based on the advantages and limitations discussed above, the QFAT is a useful tool
in visualizing and analyzing the flood characterizes of ADCIRC models and can help model users
analyze the simulation results and plot coastal flood inundation quantities of a specific region.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion
The hypothesis of this dissertation is “High resolution DEMs contain more topographic details
than can be included in shallow water equations grids (meshes).” The hypothesis was addressed
by determining the criteria of important topographic details (i.e., vertical features) for shallow
water equation meshes and developing an automatic vertical feature delineation algorithm to
extract vertical features from a digital elevation model (DEM). An objective of the vertical feature
delineation method is to combine it with element size function for guiding unstructured mesh
generation with fixation of vertical features in the mesh. To that end, an automatic vertical feature
delineation algorithm was developed within open-source environment and applied to a state-ofthe-art (i.e., highest resolution to date, with 1-m cell size) seamless DEM under a range of coastal
upland environments.
The work began with the definition of vertical features. Vertical features are linear polylines that
should be high enough to affect flood propagation, long enough to span at least one element edge,
and be of appropriate spatial distribution for the horizontal scales at which the unstructured mesh
is to be designed. The automatic vertical feature delineation method, named “PyVF,” is written in
Python program language. The high enough potential vertical features are extracted based on a
target recognition algorithm and a target delineation algorithm. In the target recognition method,
two meaningful parameters 𝑑ℎ and 𝑟 are used to meet the height and width requirements of
vertical features cells. With the target delineation method, the potential vertical feature cells can
be converted to the potential vertical feature polylines. To test the use of the PyVF, four different
landform areas including low-gradient coastal area, urban area, mountain area, and beach area are
selected as study areas. The results of them proved the vertical features such as roadbed, levees,
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mountain ridges, and beach dunes to be robustly and automatically delineated from the respective
DEM.
In the above, PyVF can only extract the potential long enough vertical features. The reasonable
vertical features for shallow water equation mesh should also be defined by local mesh scale.
Hence, PyVF was advanced by combining element size functions. Five study sites in Coastal
Louisiana are selected to extract vertical feature from a 1-m resolution topo-bathymetric DEM
developed by USGS. The vertical features in Johnsons Bayou-Frontal Gulf of Mexico (JBFGOM),
Bayou Courtableau and Bayou Fordoche (BCBF) and Buras Drainage Canal (BDC) were extracted
based on 10-, 50- and 200-m constant element size. It is shown that the vertical features with
progressively larger element size results in a subset of fewer vertical features. As a test with
spatially varied element size function, the vertical features in Hope Canal-Pipeline Canal (HCPC)
site were extracted according to a topographic length scale size function. The size function can
provide a guide for PyVF where long vertical features are needed and where short vertical features
can also be retained, as dependent on the respective element size.
In addition to applying vertical features to generate meshes, vertical features can also improve
terrain representation of the existing mesh by moving the mesh nodes to vertical features. In the
Lower Atchafalaya River watershed, a part of the Louisiana Coastal Master Plan ADCIRC model
mesh was modified by the vertical features. The results prove that the vertical feature delineation
methods can apply the element size of the existing mesh to obtain appropriate vertical feature
representation in the mesh. The elevation of vertical feature mesh nodes was assigned from the
exact DEM cell to make sure the high elevation can be included in the mesh. The elevation of the
other mesh nodes was obtained by the cell-area averaging (CAA) interpolation method for
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minimizing the vertical elevation error. In the end, a storm surge model can be developed based
the improved unstructured mesh.
When the storm surge models containing the vertical features are generated, a tool is needed to
evaluate the importance of the vertical features to the flood inundation models. A quantification
of flood inundation analysis tool (QFAT) written by Fortran and Python was developed to assist
the assessment of the results of flood inundation simulation models within a GIS environment.
The tool was helpful to assess the ADCIRC outputs in the GIS platform easily by converting the
ADCIRC format files (e.g., fort.14, fort.63) to GIS supported format (i.e., .flt). Then QFAT
computes inundation attributes and visualizes the water surface elevation, inundation depth and
inundation time from an ADCIRC simulation in GIS platforms, and analyzes flood quantity
attributes. Using an example, QFAT was applied in the coastal Louisiana to generate raster images
for a Hurricane Rita ADCIRC model with efficacy and a satisfactory processing speed. The storm
surge quantities, such as averaged water surface elevation, averaged inundation depth and
averaged inundation time, were computed for Rita per HUC12. This utility for the modeler or
researcher makes the validation no longer limited to a point-based approach, whereby polygon
shapefiles are utilized to quantify and express the flood inundation simulation results.
In addition to the application of vertical features in storm surge models, the application of vertical
features (i.e., ridge and valley) in overland flooding models are discussed. To begin, through a
preparation for SWAT model setup (i.e., subbasin delineation), we found that rivers in lowgradient area may not be extracted by regular delineation method (e.g., D8). Therefore, the vertical
feature delineation was employed to extract rivers from an inversed DEM. The results demonstrate
that vertical feature delineation method can extract rivers without the influence of slope. Another
example is the vertical feature applications in the HEC-RAS 2D model. Through the comparison
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of extracted vertical features with the cell faces of the USACE HEC-RAS mesh, which is a mesh
already included breaklines, we demonstrated that the high point and elevation do not necessarily
coexist with the breaklines whereas there is point-to-point coincidence with the extracted vertical
features.
In conclusion, the work presented herein emphasizes the importance of vertical features in the
modeling of surface-water flows in the coastal land-margin. A major outcome of this dissertation
is the automatic vertical feature delineation program within an open-source environment. The
utility can benefit modelers and researchers to obtain vertical features for general domain and
specific research objectives by changing only three parameters (e.g., 𝑑ℎ, 𝑟 and element size) when
they have high resolution DEMs. The results prove the null hypothesis, whereby is it not only
possible to extract the vertical features out of a high-resolution DEM and process them as polylines
for the incorporation into a mesh of variable size (resolution), but the methods developed and
presented herein accomplish the procedure entirely automatically.
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